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CvA INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF VOLUNTARY AGENCIES
ICV CONSEIL INTERNATIONAL DES AGENCES BGNrVOLES

December 30, 1974

Mr. Robert McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433 USA

Dear Mr. President:

You are aware of the scope and importance of the ICVA
General Conference, now held every five years. The enclosed publications
(ICVA DOCUMENTS 14 and 15) will recall the nature and achievements of
the last such meeting, held at the United Nations in New York in 1973.

The 1976 ICVA General Conference will be held in Nairobi
for one week in the period April-May 1976. The exact dates will depend on
such events as the UNEP Fourth Governing Council and UNCTAD-IV. The
enclosed papers will give details as to the Conference Theme, Working Groups,
and structure.

We would like to invite you to be one of our main speakers.
The reasons are obvious, given your role in international life. The world's
voluntary agencies would derive the very greatest benefit from hearing at first
hand your views on the challenges posed to the whole non-governmental system
by the developing world situation.

I stand ready to provide additional information and to
explore the various implications. I would be available to see you in Washington
on February 10 next if you should so wish.

Yours sincerely,

Cyri itchie
Executive Director

ICVA, 7 avenue de la Paix, 1202 Geneve, Suisse Telephone 332025





ICVA 1976 GENERAL CONFERENCE

Place : Nairobi, Kenya
T-ing: In the period April-June 1976
Theme : "SOCIAL INJUSTICE-CUR RESPONSE"

Note : The ICVA General Conference is a world meeting and while
African problems will receive some emphasis since the
meeting is in Nairobi, the main purpose is to tackle
global concerns and issues.

Working Groups:

- The economics of social injustice (including the inter-
relation of trade and development, agricultural ad'ustment,
the role of industry and-multinational corporations, etc.)

- The voluntary response to situations of conflict (volunt-
ary agencies role; emergency relief operations; strength-
ening the concepts and the application of humanitarian
law; participating in the reconstruction of society, etc.)

- International migration - causes and consequenc-s
(including social aspects, employment implications, human
right ctonsiderations. humnitarian progmrammes. racial
discrimination, etc.)

- Population, food, and environment (the interrelationship
of population, food and environment at the base of social
and economic developmient)

- Refugees and displaced persons (past, present and future
humanitarian action to respond to the causes and conse-
quences of problems of refugees and displaced persons,
continent by continent)

Each Working Group will include in i agenda the considera-
tion of the ways and metns of mobilizing public opinion to
an awareness of the social injustices underlying the situa-
tions being discussed, as well as to a detensination to
contribute in practical terms to meaningful solutions.



I97_61CyA GENERAL CONFERENCE

Conference structure

FIRST DAY (Sunday)

During the day: Arrival of participants. Local visits.
Registration, distribution of papers

Evening: Post-dinner informal reception

SECOND DAY (Monday)

First part of morning: Registration, distribution of papers continued

Second part of morning: Plenary A

Opening of Conference
Statements and greetings
Keynote address
Introductory business

Afternoon: Plenary B

Address by Conference President
Main speaker Z (introducing a subject for a set
Main speaker Y (Working Groups, with more

(eiphasis On practice than pilosophy

Evening: ICVA Reception

THIRD DAY (Tuesday)

First part of morning: Plenary C

Main speaker X

Second part of morning: Working Group one
Working Group two
Working Group three

Afternoon: Working Group one
Working Group two
Working Group three

Evening: Special subject groups as required

FOURTH DAY (Wednesday)

Morning: Working Group one finishes
Working Group two finishes
Working Group three finishes

Afternoon: Working Group four
Working Group five



Evening: Special subject groups as required

FIFTH DAY (Thursday) 4

Morning: Plenary D

Reports from Working Groups one, two and three

Afternoon: Working Group four
Working Group five

Evening: Special subject groups as required

SIXTH DAY (Friday)

Morning: Working Group four finishes
(First half) Working Group five finishes

Morning: Plenary E

(S"~eond half) Business Session - ICVA member agencies

Afternoon: Plenary F

Reports from Working Groups four and five
Close c'f Conference

SEVENTH DAY (Saturday)

Local visits
Departure of participants



The Pubhe Commnunicalron5 Dwvrson of I. Walter T hompson Company

Jack Raymonnd Personal & Confidential

December 30, 1974

The Hon. Robert S. McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Bob:

First, season's greetings. May the New Year bring you and yours
all that's good, despite universal bad tidings.

For whatever interest you may have, I call your attention to the
availability of Dan Seymour, who has just retired from the Chair-
manship of the J. Walter Thompson Company at age 60, in accordance
with a mandatory company rule.

I mentioned Seymour's retirement to Holmes Brown the other day and
Holmes recalled how Seymour had been instrumental some years ago in
assisting you with a project involving Edward R. Murrow. We thought
what an opportunity it would be for you and the World Bank if you could
enlist him in a major communications endeavor.

Needless to say, Seymour doesn't need a job for financial income. But
Dan is one of the major figures in the communications world, so you may
need him. With JWT offices throughout the world, Dan has become quite
sophisticated about how to deliver effective messages.

Again, season's greetings, best regards.

Sincerely,

cas

cc: William Clark

420 Lexington A% viuit. New York. N.Y, I(X) 7 212-686-7tfN)



34WS58ST
NEW YOIK. N Y. 10019
(212) 262s 4200
EDUCATIONAL
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION

December 23, 1974

Honorable Robert S. McNamara
President
World Bank
1818 H Street N
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Bob:

William Clark has discussed with you the series I am preparing
for Public Television devoted exclusively to international
affairs. He and Tan Noone and others at the Bank have, in fact,
been quite heloful to me in the planning of what will be the
first sustaining series devoted to this subject since television
was in its infancy twenty years ago.

The first program (each will be an hour) will be on January
16 --- an interview with Henry Kissinger. The second program
on January 23 will be with Helmut Schmidt. These and the
successive orograms will all be aimed at exploring the
interdependence of the world we live in - an effort to examine,
from the perspective of various people around the world who are
involved with such affairs, and the interlocking quality of the
world's problems.

I very much would like for the program on February 6 to be focused
on the World Bank. Specifically, we plan to use an edited version
of the film, "A Plague Upon the Land," followed by a 20- to 25-
minute interview with you. We could begin, for example, with a
further elaboration of the emphasis in the film on the relationship
between people's health and economic development (in this case,
agricultural productivity) and go on to discuss the outlook for
develomgent in those fields most of concern to you and the Bank,
especially in the very poor nations of the world which have been
significantly affected by energy and other problems.



Honorable Robert S. McNamara
December 23, 1974
Page 2

We would like to tape the interview in Washington on Friday,
January 10, at a tine convenient to you, there in the headquarters
of the Bank. I very much hope you consent.

With warnest regards,

ll Moy s

BM/ek



ST. ALBANS SCHi1001
WASHINGTFON. D ( 2Cml6

Canon CHARLES MARTIN
I eadrnas ter

December 19, 1974

Dear Mr. McNamara:

It was generous of you to give me your busy time to
hear my story on the Headmasters' meeting. Naturally,
I deeply regret that you cannot be present with us.
It would have meant much to the men to hear the pre-
sentation which you made so eloquently before so many
groups.

Mr. William Clark of your bank telephoned me and said
that you had spoken to him. Apparently he has spoken
on a similar subject before the English Headmasters
Association. It was kind of you to take your time to
search him out and we do appreciate his willingness to
be with us. I look forward to an extraordinary meet-
ing made richer by the participation of Mr. Clark and
of Elliot Richardson.

Thank you for your concern and interest.

Sincerely,

Headmaster

The Honorable Robert S. McNamara
The World Bank
Room E-1227
1818 H Street, Northwest
Washington, D. C. 20433
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December 17, 1974

Dear Mr. Tats3uni:

I have been told of your !enerous -ift of some
4.,0 yen to ue for the assistance to the poorest in
the world's population.

I would like to thank you personall for your
thoughtfulneASS, and I have asked Mr. Soelims to donate
the sum to the local branch of the United Nations
Child ren's Fund.

Sincerely,

Robert S. "c~aara

r. Taleo Tatauril
c/o "r. AritoshA Soejlima
Director, World Bank Tokyo Office
Yiokusai Building
1-1, :Marunouchi 3-chome
Chiyoda-ku

Tokyo 1T), Jarpan

WDClark:nnh
December 13, 1974



AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (UNITED KINGDOM)
75 Brook St. London,W1Y 2EB.Cables: Amcham London Wt. Telephone: 01-493 0381
INCORPORATED WITH LIMITED LIABILITY IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. U.S.A

AIRMAIL

Office of the President H G C/MD P 16th December 1974

Mr. Robert McNamara,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
Washington D.C. 20433,
U.S.A.

Dear Mr. McNamara,

Mr. Clark has written to my colleague Bill Channing regarding your speaking
at an American Chamber of Commerce Luncheon on a forthcoming visit to
London.

We would be absolutely delighted to have you as our Guest at one of our
regular monthly luncheons, but as you will appreciate we have to plan these
some months in advance. However, so long as we have say three months
notice, even if one of our regular luncheons has been scheduled, we would
add an extra luncheon to our programme for you.

The Chamber has been holding these widely recognised business luncheon
meetings on a monthly basis since the 19 20's. Over the years they have
provided a forum for the dissemination of ideas with the broad intent of
stimulating world trade in general and Anglo-American trade in particular.
Our membership consists of some 2,000 companies interested in Anglo-American
trade, some 60% are British and 40% British Subsidiaries of American companies.

In recent years the average attendance has been between 450 and 500, although
it reached a record of 1 ,500 during February 1973 when Edward Heath was our
guest at Grosvenor House. The audience is made up of business executives
from British companies, as well as many of the U.S. owned subsidiaries operating
in the United Kingdom, all of whom share a vital concern in the buoyancy of
trade.

The guest of honour has a completely free choice of subject, and the usual
speaking time is approximately twenty -five minutes. The luncheons are
invariably well covered by both British and American press.

contd..

OFFICIAL PUBUcATroNs: "ANGLO-AMERICAN TRADE NEWS"(Mondly)"ANGLO-AMERICAN TRADE DIRECTORY-
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Continuation 2.

Attached is a list of the speakers that have addressed the Chamber during
1973 and 1974.

I did have the pleasure of meeting you some years' ago in the company of
Sir Patrick Hennessy. Pat was a great friend of my father and today the
conglomerate of which I am Chairman is the largest Ford Dealer Group in
the U.K. I shall look forward with very great pleasure to welcoming you
and introducing you at a future luncheon of the Chamber.

With best wishes for Christmas and the New Year.

Yours sincerely,

Harry G. Cressman

PRESI DENT



American Chamber of Commerce UK

Luncheon speakers 1974

January James H. Binger, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive,
Honeywell Inc.

February Christopher Tugendhat, M.P.

March Len Murray, O.B.E., General Secretary
Trades Union Congress

April Derek Ezra, M.B.E., Chairman
National Coal Board

May The Rt. Hon. George Thomson,
Member of the Commission of the European Communities

June The Rt. Hon. William Whitelaw, C.H. M.C., M.P.
Shadow Spokesman for Employment

July The Rt. Hon. Denis Healey, M.B.E., M.P.,
Chancellor of the Exchequer

September Lee L. Morgan, President,
Caterpillar Tractor Co. Ltd, Peoria, Illinois

October Clement Freud, M.P., for the Isle of Ely

November The Rt. Hon. Roy Jenkins, M.P.

December Ralph Bateman, President of
the Confederation of British Industry



American Chamber of Commerce in the UK

Luncheon speakers 1973

January J.L.(Jack) Jones, M.B.E., General Secretary,
Transport and General Workers' Union

February The Prime Minister, Mr. Edward Heath

March John Reed, Chief Executive of EMI

April Shirley Williams, M.P. Home Secretary in
the Shadow Cabinet

June The Rt. Hon. Peter Walker, M.B.E., M.P.,
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry

September Dick Taverne, Q.C., M.P.

October Sir Kenneth Keith, Chairman of Hill Samuel Group Ltd,
and Rolls-Royce (1971) Ltd.

November The Rt. Hon. William Whitelaw, M.C., M.P.

December David L. Nicolson, Chairman,
British Airways Board
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gbeNtr Rork imes
229 WEST 43 STREET
N EW YORK. N.Y. 10036

A.M. ROSENTHAL
MANAG'NG EOI7O

December 10, 1974

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. McNamara:

I think you can imagine how pleased all of us
were to receive your letter and how appreciative. The
food series -- which will continue -- represented one
of the most intensive reportorial and editing efforts
of The Times in some years. The fact that it helped
in any way to persuade governments to be more respon-
sive to the crisis is great reward for the paper and
I am most grateful to you for telling us so.

Sincerely,





/7

Dear Mr. Rosenthal:

I am writing to congratulate you on the excellent series
oT reports in The New York Tirms over the past six months on the
world food situation and the problems it raises for the United
States administration, the Congress, and for the people of the
United States.

Your foner colleague and friend Michael Hoffman, who
represented the Bank at the recent World Food Conference in Rome,
tells me that the series of articles was frequently referred to.
The material was well used by many of the non-governmental
organizations present at the Conference in theli lobbying with
goverment delegations to be more responsive to the needs of the
hungry nations. I hope The New York Times will continue to
devote special attention to the world's food problems, which are
certainly not going to disappear unless and until food production
begins to increase significantly in the food deficit developing
countries themselves.

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNamara

Mr. Abe Rosenthal
Managing Editor
The New York Tines
229 West 43rd Street
New York , New York 10036

WDClark:MLHoffman: sf





OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

DATE: /

TO: ,4 me /

FROM:

t4l x~
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H~eadquarter

Wasnhin. D C U S A

OL . .INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
CA4k Ades. - INTBAFRAD TOKYO

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPIENT ASSOCIATION

TOKYO OFFICE:
Kokusai B.ilding R -on 90$

1-L Marunoi hi 3-cho. Chiyah-L,
-oI 1 0,

relcpkone03: 214 ;001

December 4, 1974
Letter No. 265

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President

International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

U. S. A.

Dear Mr. McNamara:

You will recall, in conjunction with this year's Annual Meeting
of the Board of Governors of the World Bank, the Mainichi Newspaper
issued a special supplement on the World Bank's activities. Mr. Takeo
Tatsumi of Osaka was so impressed by these articles and your personal
commitment to aiding the poorest of the world population that he has
sent Y41,085 with instructions that this money be sent to you to assist

in this effort.

Mr. Tatsumi maintains the stone Buddha statues in his district.

These statues each have a collection plate and this money is an
accumulation of small contributions.

I would like to suggest, with your concurrence, that we donate

this money to the local branch of UNISEF. I have acknowledged this

gift, on your behalf, to Mr. Tatsumi.

Kind personal regards,

Sincerely yours,

Director

Tokyo Office

JHS/mk
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JNTrPNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

WASH[NGTON. D.C 20433,U S A.

orfCE OF TeE FRESIDENT

DEar Mr. Mauldin:

Thank you for sending a report of the 1974
activities of the Council's Info(mation Office. I
was pleased to learn that you have been able to
extend the reach of your publications program in the
developing countries. The Bank has associated with
the Council in this effort and in other activities
directly in support of population projects.

I have asked the information and Public Affairs
Department to remit the Bank's $40,000 contribution
this year to the Council's information program. Your
request for an increase in the Bank's contribution in
the next two fiscal years, however, poses a problem.
This is no reflection on the Council's activities in
population education, which we hold in high regard.
For Fiscal 1976, the need of the Bank to hold don costs
ieans that it will not be possible to increase budgetary
support for these activities. The Bank will review this
policy before the Fiscal 1977 budget is prepared, and
hope that the situation will improve at that tir-e.

Sincerely,

Robert S. [Mcarara

Mr. W. Parker Mauldin
Acting President
The Population council
2145 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
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November 21, 1974

Dear Rene:

Upon my return from a field trip, I find
your cable and would like to tell you, in
reply, how rewarding I have found our associ-
ation. I wish you well in the years ihead.

Under your stewardship, Unesco has
responded ever more helpfully to the needs
of its members, particularly the developing
countries. The close working relationship
between Uneaco and the World Bank, exempli-
fied by the cooperative program, initiated
during your tenure, testifies to your deter-
mination in the search for meaningful solu-
tions to the problems of those countries.

Sincerely,

(Signed) S.ot S. McNamara
Robert S. McNamara

Mr. Rene Maheu
United Nations Educational,

Scientific and Cultural
Organization

7, Place de Fontenoy
F 75700 Paris, France

cc: Mr. Clark
Mr. Ballantine
Mr. Carriere, Paris Office

LPChatenay: RSfcNamara :ml
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BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION

LIME GROVE STUDIOS LONDON W12 7RJ

TELEPHONE 01 -743 8000 CABLES: TELECASTS LONDONPS4

TELEGRAMS: TELECASTS LONDON TELEX TELEX: 22182

7th Lovc:rer 1 9'4

Mr. Robert 1. iona ,
P>resi d ent,
Norld Pank,
181 E Street,

NW ashingtonl,

This is ;just arersonal note to thank yo~u [or the
most interesting and stimulating contribution which you
made to our "Pahnorama" progtrammen on the World Eood Con-
ference, shat you said gave a very valuable global
perspective, in contrast with some of the views of
national politicians. It was enormously valuable to us
to have such an interview from you, and I am most 'rate-
tul to you for sparing the time' to cio this.

On1ce again1, Ian sorry that I didn't have the
chatnce to come over toWahngton and sEe you myself,
but I hope' it won't betolong befr emeet again.

(larger J
"P anorama"
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October 10, 1974
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October 10, 1974

Dear 'r. Cousins:

I am flattered that vou think I could provide a
solution to the world's economic -rolloe and presert
world inflation, but even After a wee! of meetinms
utth the vorld'q finance Ministers T doubt If I could.

On a more modewt level I do hope to achieve some
amelioration of the situation for the very poorest, as
I tried to sa in my speech last eek -- wich I enclose.

But I aA afraid in my rresent "osition I have to
coUrfin yself to careful official utterances like this,
and so T nuct rezretfully decline to tale up your offer.

Aith beat wishws for all your codenvors wich I

applaukN

Eincerely,

'r. ' orrct Cousin
dQitor

TeSturlay flevie.'
38G ¶adison Aven'ue

Enclosuire

WD)Clark :mss



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORAT ION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: October 7, 1974

FROM: William Clark A

SUBJECT: Moncrieff Request for Off-the-Record
Interview

The attached letter makes clear that Moncrieff (who
interviewed you for B.B.C. radio) is doing an in-depth study
(six hours of broadcast) for B.B.C. of "The Vietnam Involvement".
He has secured the participation of Dean Rusk.

He would like to talk to you in an off the record way
at the end of the month. I hope you will not reject this out
of hand as it is a serious scholarly attempt to set the record
straighter.

W r

WIDClark-.sf



BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION
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October 4, 1974

har- you for your etter of Mi e r 6about your
e inar for une Vol7h.

1v n after a ee of kith evc pfropheci At 1r
Ann A! l daunted at th prospect of foacastin

wat wl: he the iest topics to discuss that far ir advance.
t lot e suestons o you, while acce

&en! outline as appropriate.

. There is a great deal of talk ahout recyclin
funds, hrou h ivet-rt in stern countrv

as ts. There has been litwi l al thouht ivn to
Wat pntern of nset owership this could l4 to,

Ond what pattern is acceptable. This would be a topic
worth 1iscus sion.

2, woir special Aon of th .. .n

Ai 74 was devoted to h kin out ofa "N
conoic trr". Because it was a typical conri Ltee
coVproi;se draft it has not been taien very seriously
i the U.. or urop , ut we aw joint to hear iuch

ore of 1t, qpycialy at the U.N.G.A. special sewon

r Septe ber '75. t would e worth c arifying he

r(oup o 77'" thina in , and I believe yo would find
SIn participants ar t t . U. deleation.

1il 1 inere::ted to hear are, o do :e in touch.
Nith all o wishe f uc c.

Yne r l y,

ma3

io etpna 7a. ia n

Professor Rayond Vernon
Drector, Center for Iternational

Affairs
havard Univeriy

&iarins tyAi r~





October 3, 1974

Dear Dr. Doherty:

Thank you for your iLetter ut Septe her T and
it ata ch-ents.

I a afrid that as te head an
international financsal insttuton ct would rnot t~e
appropriate for me to participate in your prograr,
fEr wbich however I end you y nood wishies.

Sincerely,

Rolert S. Mca ra

Dr. loseph E. Dohel ty

Forselumn
6 -le idel ber
Bergstrasse '3
Federal Rtepubisc of Gerr-any

UlX'la t -i



THE -SECRETAR - GENERAL

28 September 1974

Dear Mr. McNamara,

The Prime Minister of Bangladesh, together with his
Minister for Foreign Affairs, is attending the present
session of the General Assembly, and they have brought
me up to date on the very serious economic crisis facing
Bangladesh. After a thorough review of the situation
this morning, which was attended by a number of my senior
staff members and Mr'. Victor Umbricht from Switzerland,
I am convinced that immediate assistance to Bangladesh
will be required in order to reduce the risk of disastrous
developments in the months ahead.

I know that the World Bank has been very active, not
only .in closely following the prevailing economic condi-
tions in Bangladesh, but also in mobilizing international
assistance. My attention has been drawn to your plan to
call a meeting of donor countries as a Consortium for Aid
to Bangladesh, in Paris from 24 to 25 October in order to
examine short-term and long-term assistance measures for
Bangladesh. This is a very encouraging initiative and
appears to be, under the circumstances, the most construc-
tive approach to the present difficulties faced by
Bangladesh.

I have asked Mr. Umbricht to act as my personal
representative at discussions concerning aid to Bangla-
desh, and to help, within the United Nations Secretariat,
in the co-ordination of our efforts. I believe that his
presence at the Paris Consortium Meeting and at any
similar gatherinqs in the future would be very helpful,
and I would be grateful if he could attend such meetings.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

Kurt Waldheim

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

Washington, D. C.



September 27, 1974

Dear Graydon:

Thank you for your letter of Septeabe 16. 1 have ade
enquiries about the report that you mention, and wish to see.

The difficulty about this draft report is that since it
was intended for use for working purposes only by one of our
Departments it has not even been finalized for general use
within the Bank, and the Department concerned is naturally
unwilling to ma e it pub lic, or even send it outside the Bank.

However, I am asking that a copy be sent to you for
your personal perusal, in view of your interest. But I would
ask yoi to treat it as a tentative draft not to be circulated
to others.

Sincerely,

(Sign4) R r . McNam a
Robert S. McNamtara

Mr. T. Graydon Upton
President
Pan American DevelopmLent Foundation
1725 K. Street, N.W., Suite 14Q4
Washington D.C. 200u6

WDClark sf



Mr.McNamara
International Bank for
Recontruction and Development
1818 H. Street N.W.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433

U .S.A.

27.9.74

Dear Mr. McNamara,

In connection with my information trip across the United States this coming Fall
for the Institute of Intercultural Research, I shall be in Washington on the 7th of
November.

The purpose of my visit is to inform those colleagues who are already actively
participating in the Institute's research programm of the most recent developments
in the Institute's research projects as well as in organizational matters , more spe-
cifically, the results of the Kyoto Colloquium on the "Understanding of Nature",
the preparations for

- the Benares Colloquium on "Man between Death and Life"
- the Isfahan Colloquium on "Instructions in Mysticism and the Mystical Path"
- the American Colloquium on "Political and Social Representation"
- the Lubumbashi Colloquium on "Understandable Events and History"
- the Tunis Colloquium on "Communication and Common Language"
- the Hong Kong Colloquium on "Transformation of the Living Law and

the Legal Systems",
as well as the stages of development of the Project on the Mission and Potentialities
of African Traditions, the Project on the Presuppositions and the Purpose of Economy,
and the Glossary of Basic Experiences.

We also want to contact those individuals who have been recommended to us as
possible cooperating members of the Institute as well as those who have on their
own initiative contacted us requesting more information concerning the Institute's
research activities.

As soon as I arrive in town I shall try to contact you by telephone and arrange a
meeting.

Looking forward to our meeting, I extend my best greetings and remain

Yours sincerely,

Prof.Dr .Joseph E. Doherty
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September 27, 1974

Dear Claiborne:

Thank you for your letter of Septeer 16 about

the ClIub of 'oe meeting in Berlin.

I an afraid, that as predicted, I cannot jet away

O here at that tite. ut I have spoken to ill in lark

and he in willing and anxious to go, and has informed the

authorities in Berlin that he will arrive on Senday
evening, October 13.

Sincerely,

obert . nMcNa ;ara

The Honorable
Claihorne Pell
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 2o510

WDC LIark: s f
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Sep2ttaber 24, 1974

UuaC 4r. i'rubiLu.

Thd oufo your lete -f-br11 7

abou~ t. carrurtoite *.Cy t rAit.

I i Luo t! y, Our tr to rovu. 'c::dIf: f -

eC~tU d>iis .
7
vtl1 .s...A LA C) you 1e r. .. : <n

,.owt thc dta~ L e p rovidedi ut) ou a:! i e C..: u>

1974 Un; cU.cu i t;xtry t.-rt:, 1 ti imnt. .rcio.
L i a LuC ih.& uui 'Ltur w;£iy msrvtr

I C ~ -L ti&t .iL S &3 r t- i..a Ci

1 iou r~i.c to reutt CL: t rf fortm te u yi u? c ,
$0U L1,4L WAC 0. liuC oov., Ci :t LV 'Z,- t' u

I aL rareful f r your i. uuo r,- . t t vor'
Vt CXC Worl EdLu Ut1aI ', CCill cni to dX wLt

we canl Lo dutiat your cfforttj rao 1 uht rstaauJ that

Jr. JAll already Ia in tuuca itt >r. .tcr. t covcr
aanAtsutce for tne t tont.

Ovrt I. eaa ra

Dr. xiajl A.CtraaeCa

t peci.l- souvaav Viu

.. uCcrLary ,.mnal for tha
LteLC tzwtt .. rC ,dgs&j :Jetration

U icad~ Nation

Cleared with & cc: Mr. Stern
cc. Mr. MLc!Jamara (2)

Ir. U.D. Clark
ir . liof futan
;r. Franco

LPChatenay/:Stern.nncd
Septtiber 23, 1974



NITED1) NATVIONS AFION t:NIFS

11 September 1974

Dear Mr. McNamara,

I thought you might like to know that we have now completed
the fir round or a:;essment of needs of the most severely
affected countries, thanks largely to the efforts of your staff,
in co-operation with the staff of INF and UNCTAU. T cannot
sneak too higtuly of the c-operation we have had from your people,
and I very much hope that you can continue to asist us in this
way during the period ahead.

The intended disbursements of emergency assistance during
the 1P months ending mid-1975 that we have been trying to obtain
from governments i rather blow in coming in, and I am therefore
leaving tonight for Vienna to impress upon the OPEC countries
the iuportance of securing this information. Such data as we
have been able to gather from a variety of sources seem to indicate
that the total bilaseral and multilateral commitments for emergency
assistance made thus far in 197(4 waount to at least $1.3 billion,
to which may be added the $500 million conditional commitment by
the European Community. As regards the latter, I gather that
there are good hopes that the European Community may be prepared
to begin to implement its programme, and that a decision to this
effect may be forthcoming at the Community's ministerial meeting
ou 24 September. These developments are encouraging, but of
course much remains to be done.

Yours sincerely,

Raul Prebisch
Special Representative

of the Secretary-General for
the United Nations Emergency

Operation

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President [I
nternational Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433



September 20, 1974

Dear Mr. Knight:

I was delighted to read of your appointent
as Editor of the Econorist, which I regard as one of

the most infliential posts in the North Atlantic

world today.

I reiember very well an evening of conversation

with you in Washington (at the Bruce3') and that

assures me that yours will be an interestingq

editorship. Do come and see us here again soon.

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNauara

t. Andrew Knight
The Economist
25 St. James's Street

London SwlA 1HG

Eng, land

WDClark:sf



September 18th , 1974

Mr. McNamara
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
1818 H. Street N .W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
USA

Dear Mr. McNamara,

We are enclosing the draft of a survey from which our intercultural studies
of economic questions are to evolve.

We would be delighted if this draft meets with your interest and you are

prepared to answer the questions posed therein. We would, of course,
also welcome changes to the way in which the questions are posed, or
corrections to it for the sake of greater clarity, thus helping us to

carry out an investigation like this successfully.

As you are informed by the enclosed paper, we want to try to invite
all the participants in this survey on an extended trip through China,
followed by a Colloquium.

Furthermore, we would be grateful to you if you could name any other

potential collaborators on this project whom you would consider suitable
for this kind of fundamental, common reflection. Naturally, the participants
in this project will come not only from different cultures, but also from
different disciplines.

With kind regards and sincere thanks for your help,

(Prof. r. J eph E. Doherty)



COOPERATION

INSTITUTE OF INTERCULTURAL RESEARCH
INSTITUT FOR INTERKULTURELLE FORSCHUNG
INSTITUT DE RECHERCHES INTERCULTURELLES

69 HEIDELSERG
Dear Colleagues and Advisors, SE rGSTRASSE 

TEL. 06221/471401

In accordance with our Disposition - 10.3 - we are starting our economics
and social science studies within the framework of intercultural research
with a survey on

The presuppositions and the purpose of economy.

This problem complex was raised in our reflections together during the past
few years. It inquires into the presuppositions, motives and attitudes which
determine economic activity and the scientific observation of social and econo-
mic possibilities today. Perhaps in this way we shall be given to understand
what is essential for individual people and for societies, at a regional level
and on an international scale.

We cannot be sure that we are already questioning assidously and intelligibly
enough, and hence - within the meaning of an intercultural survey - correctly.
We therefore ask you to please re-examine this provisional formulation of the
problems and, if you consider it necessary, to correct or to amend it. The
simplest procedure would be to write directly to our colleague

Prof.Dr. Jean Thomas
2o, Rue des Tanneries
F - 75013 Paris

who is leading the inquiry into this issue.

We are addressing these questions not only to economists and sociologists
but also to industrialists, politicians, jurists, cultural historians, and
philosophers from all over the world, for we are just as interested in ans-
wers coming from men of practice as in theoretical declarations.

As soon as the Central Secretariate in Heidelberg has received sufficient replies,
we shall evaluate the results, categorise them in an intercultural comparative
analysis and bring them to the notice of all those working on this survey. The
problems posed can be further clarified in a subsequent Cross-Correspondence
between those taking part. The concluding Colloquium, to which we cordially
invite you even at this early date, is to take place in Eastern Asia, following
an informational trip together through the People's Republic of China, before
the end of 1975 if possible.

1. Economy in question
1. Economic activity - to what purpose?
2. Calculative rationality
3. Latitudes

II. The economist questioned
1. Simplification and omissions of science
2. Objectivity and Weltanschauung

-2-
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1. ECONOMY IN QUESTION

1. Economic activity - to what purpose

The objectives of economic activity are dependent upon preferences which
do not constitute a norm, neither for all time, nor for all spheres of human
life. What form of prosperity or welfare should be considered desirable?
Is it a question of

- maintaining - or progressing?
removing limits (shortage, constraint) - or reforming requirements
or demands (through greater awareness or better expression - or
possibly through moderation - of the requirements)?

- securing a certain properity or affluence, either in the form of revenue
or capital assets, thus engendering a certain welfare - or quite simply
welfare itself ( the "quality of life")?

- attaining superiority, predominance over others - or achieving a common
good (through collective efforts)?

2. Calculative rationality

The main characteristic of economy is economic calculation. This facilitates
a fairly accurate comparison of the costs and benefits of the alternative use
of relatively limited means and enables us to select with some precision the
most efficient of the costly practices. But this precision is costly itself.

a) The specificially economic practice favours attention to those goods
with a price and to the prices given to them. Depending on the degree
to which individual and collective consciousness agree or disagree
with this selection, this evaluation, the more or less costly the sub-
jection to a price mechanism will be.

b) Economic activity does not confine itself absolutely to seeking the
greatest possible monetary benefit. Even regimes which do not have
the slightest intention of establishing a socialist order aspire to broader
objectives. But no matter how great the awareness of the discrepancy

. between productivity and profitability may be, and as reprehensible
as the pursuit of profit is from the social point of view, like it or not,
economic management is based on the criteria of its success in terms
of figures, yet taking into account its "external" costs and economies.
Hence a tendency develops which is more or less resistable, and yet
inherent in an economy that exposes the economic subject to the -
fairly costly - confusion of a surplus in terms of figures with reality.
And how do things stand with regard to the awareness said subjects
have of this temptation and their will not to succumb to it?

c) Calculative rationality cannot be exercised without the high price of
tension. Is not one of the advantages of affluence that it liberates from
this anxiety, this fatigue and from this obstacle in the way of relaxation
and development? To what extent do the individual and society deem
the anticipated efficiency of economic calculation worth all the privations
that inhere in a concern for the economy?

-3 -
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3. Latitudes

We do not have at our disposal exhaustive, absolutely precise and uni-
versally accepted criteria of calculation which would enable a calculating
mechanism to determine objectively the optimal utilisation of the resour-
ces of a group of individuals or peoples: not everything of value is assess-
able in terms of a price; evaluation in terms of a price does not express
the value of the goods, only the subjective preferences (individual or
collective) that are made to prevail upon the more or less imperfect mar-
kets or outside the market by the pressure of more or less powerful de-
cision-makers. As they become aware of the limitations of economic cal-
culation, so the decision-makers are therefore induced to take liberties
with calculative rationality. Yet does the accelerated development of
economic facts, analyses and techniques not tend to make the ability to
knowingly infringe the calculated laws the prerogative of a technocratic
elite, destined to be free, and shrewed enough to lead their less gifted,
less panurgic fellow humans up the garden path?

a) Does the technicality required to handle the mechanism in effect
exclude the normal citizen from any genuine participation in
economic decisions? Is the technocrat in all instances more compe-
tent in setting the overall goals and taking care of the details?

b) What about the potential and the responsibility of an honest man from
now on? Must he leave rational choice (exercising and knowingly
violating it) to others? Within the latitude to which he is conditioned
is there nothing left for him but to contest or to approve results?

1I. THE ECONOMIST QUESTIONED

1. Simplification and omissions of science

In order to disentangle the concatenation which is an essential part of its
sphere, economic analysis is induced to simplify and to partly omit reality.
Models in which the least calculable items are left aside, reducing values
to mere prices and ignoring the upsetting effect of power, lend themselves
best to scientific precision methods. How can life be restored without com-
promising science?

2. Objectivity and Weltanschauung

The scientific procedure, of necessity selective (with regard to its
problems and conditions), presupposes an image of the world and an
aim. Weltanschauungen are not always ideologies, nor necessarily
arriere-pensbes. But what are the ideas upon which we base our
economic thinking?





CLAIBORNE PELL
RHODE 1s5AND

'Jnifeb "$fafez $enate
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510

September 16, 1974

Honorable Robert S. McNamara
Pres ident
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

International Development Association
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Bob:

You may recall our telephone conversations the
other day regarding the possibility of your going
to the Club of Rome meeting in Berlin.

My recollection is that, while you hoped to go,
Mr. William Clark might be able to go to represent
you if you could not.

In this regard and recognizing the fact that you
cannot go, I wondered if there was any possibility
of Mr. Clark going?

With every good wish.

Ever sincerely,

Jlaiborne Pell

Enclosure
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Pan American Development Foundation
1725 K Street, Northwest * Suite 1409 * Washington, D. C. 20006

Cable FUPAD
Telephone (202)

381-8651

Galo Plaza

CHAIRMANOF lHE BOARD
September 16, 1974

T. '; Gradon Upton
PRE SIDENT

L Ronaldscheman Mr. Robert McNamara
VICI PRESIDENT President

International Bank for
M. Rafael Urquia

VICE PRESIDLNT Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.

rncisco V. Garcia-Amador Washington, D.C. 20433
TRIEASURER

Sy Rotter Dear Bob:
EXECUTIVE DiRECTOR

You will perhaps recollect our lunch somewhat
BOARD OF TRUSTEES over a year ago, when I took the liberty of suggesting
FranciscAgirre that in view of your personal interest in devising
AitoninAycinena new development mechanisms to reach marginal rural

Wallace Campbell farmers, it might be constructive to have your
hbersti ose Carvajai staff make a review of the National Development

PedmoContrerasPulido Foundation movement in Latin America, taking as an
Rilandesoer example the Dominican Development Foundation, the
John F.Gallagher largest and most successful of some twelve such
Wiiam s. 'aud operating foundations.
JaeTes P. Gra~n

James R. Greene
Frederick liefdring Such a report was, I understand, prepared by

peHoerrera one Santiago Rueda, a Colombian agricultural consul-
,rahnamr H-orwitz

Jacob K. Javits tant to the IBRD. I have asked your staff for
Ernst Keller permission to see it, but am told that it is an
Edward M.Kennedy internal staff -document and not available to out-
So M. Linowitz. sider s.
Alberto LUeras Camargo

J(seAi .M.dora In view of the PADF's very deep interest and
F.BradfordMorse support of the National Development Foundation

Ryersathe movement, and the fact that the study was made at
Ray Piliman my suggestion, I wonder whether an exception could not
StuartPrtner be made in this case, and I be permitted to review
Jay R Reist
wiliamsanders it on a confidential basis. Its findings might
CarlosSanzdeSantamaria be helpful to us in our future work with other

lvchdartz Foundations. Likewise, I would be interested in

JoseC.serrato Jr. knowing whether its conclusions do or do not con-
'tiia de Tejeira

P. Van Praag

ADVISOR TO THE BOARD
Sam Greene
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Mr. Robert McNamara - 2 - September 16, 1974

firm my impressions that this movement is one of considerable

potential for the marginal agricultural sector of Latin America,
and deserving of the IBRD's support.

If you have not already seen it, I hope you will find an

opportunity of reviewing it. Many thanks for your continued

interest'

Cordially,

T. GraydorA Upton

President

TGU/sd



HARVARD UNIVERSITY

CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

RAYMOND VIIRNON, Director 6 DIVINITY AVENUE

CAMIBRIDGE

MASsAcHLTSYTTS 02138

September 16, 1974

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008

Dear Bob:

During our Visiting Committee sessions of last March, the
Center's idea for a summer seminar of mid-career professionals
(business executives, newspaper editors, government officials, etc.)
on the great issues of United States foreign policy were discussed.
As we are now planning the first seminar for a week in June 1975, I
would like to outline our current thoughts and invite your response.

Our aim will be to deal in an intensive way with underlying
forces in the current international scene, not simply with yester-
day's events and tomorrow's probable outcome. We hope to bring
the participants, who will be senior activists in some branch of
foreign policy, into dialogue with Harvard faculty who are doing
research on frontier trends.

Our tentative theme is "The PoLitics of International Economics:
Trends and Problems." This would be pursued in four directions: 1)
the changing distribution of political and economic power in the
structure of world politics in the mid-1970's; 2) transnational and
international issues in money and investment; 3) trade and raw mate-
rials--new patterns among nations; and 4) changes in U.S. domestic
public opinion and what they portend for U.S. responses to problems
of resources and detente.

Among the faculty who could present introductory analyses of
this theme and its variations are Francis Bator, Stanley Hoffmann,
Charles Kindleberger, Seymour Martin Lipset, Joseph S. Nye, Jr.,
Edwin Reischauer, Sidney Verba, and maybe myself.

I would welcome your reaction to this proposal, both in its
general concept and substantive content. Your suggestions as to
quarters in which we might seek participants would also be most
valuab1e.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

RV:lvn





CONWAMU NA uE &s U ROP E N NEs

iA ,-f Bruss els, 13th September 1974

Lear Mr *:cNamara, .- C

7 have the honour to refer to your lettor of 6th Augast

addressed to the President of the Commission of the Laropean Economic

Comanity, -r. Ortoli, regarding the forthcoming establishment of an

Aid Group for Bangladesh.

1 am happy to inform you that the Commission has decided

to accept your invitation to participate in the Aid Group, and will be

represented at the inra;uaral meeting by

!,r. John £ansen,
Head of the Asia Division
Liroc;torat -General for Ectornal Relations
Comaission of the European Communities,
200, rue de la Loi
1040 Brussels

lill you be so kind as to have future correspondence on this subject

addressed to Er. Hansen ?

It is noted that the first meeting of the Group will

probably be held in Paris on 24th and 25th October.

Yours sincerely,

C.
Robert S. >cIamara,

-- o -,den., C. Cheysson
ra;onal Development Association,
mna :on, D.C 20433



August 16, 1974

Dear Mr. Chal rmian:

Thank you for your letter Inquiring about the
expropriation dispute between the Sea Oil £ General
Corporation of New York and the Government of- Indonesia.

I have been in touch with the Bank's representative
in Djakarta and have asked him to look into the matter.
Since I shall be away from Washington In the next few
weeks, I have arranged that you be promptly informed of
the results of the inquiry.

Sincerely,

(Signed) r: S. McNamara

Robert S. McUfamara

The Honorable
Henry B. Gonzalez, Chairman
Subcommittee on International Finance
House Banking & Currency Committee
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

cc: V4 r. Wm. Clark o/r
Mr. B. Bell
Mr. Lester Nurick
Mr. Ridleberger

JEM/PR:rgw

August 14, 1974
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO. Mr. McNamara DATE: August 13, 1974

FROM: Michael L. Hoffman

SUBJECT: UN/Trade Union Contacts

Philippe de Seynes wants to organize some meetings between UN
agencies and the three big international Trade Union organizations.
He envisages this as being somewhat comparable to the regular colloquies
that have been held for a number of years between UN agencies and the
International Chamber of Commerce.

I think we ought to accept this opportunity for a new channel of
communication with the Trade Unions. The Paris Office and the
Information and Public Affairs Department already do a certain amount
of educational work among labor organizations at the national level,
but we can afford to do a bit more. I would propose to give the
assignment to Peter Chatenay, who handles our relations with the
Churches and many other non-governmental groups.

cc: Mr. Clark
Mr. Merriam
Paris Office

MLHof fan/eb
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: August 6, 1974

FROM: B. Chadenet
LA

SUBJECT: What can be done to prevent leaks?

As you requested I convened a meeting to consider the vexing
problem of information leaks. In attendance were Messrs. Clark, Damry,
Twining and L. Doud (Legal Department).

We considered two basic questions, namely, what can we do to
prevent or reduce the incidence of information leaks such as those which
have recently occured and will a change in the nomenclature used to
designate the classification of reports and documents help in preventing
leaks?

It was agreed that information is leaked priiarily for political
reasons. Occasionally a disgruntled, dissatisfied or idealistic staff
member has leaked a story or report and on rare occasions a leak occurs
by accident when a paper is carelessly handled. However, most leaks are
arranged for specific reasons and are very difficult to prevent. W.hen
Board documents are produced in 800 copies and made available to officials
and civil servants of 124 countries it is impossible to assure that a copy
is not made public.

As to the question of nomenclature it was thought that our
present document classification procedure is appropriate and that no
basic changes need be made in Policy and Procedures Statement No. 501
although it will be updated from time to time. The present nomenclature
is adequate and to add new classification categories (such as a return to
the use of "Secret" which was eliminated because its meaning was indis-
tinguishable from "Confidential")would also be counter-productive. It
was also considered that the legends now appearing on Bank Group documents
are adequate for the purposes served.

We concluded that there is really no way to stop leaks and that
the only reasonable course of action to reduce the incidence of them is
to appeal to the staff and Executive Directors to take every possible
precaution in handling reports and documents to keep confidential infor-
mation from falling into improper hands. It was agreed also that as
desirable as it is to stop leaks the Bank Group must not be turned into
a closed society. The staff needs to know what is going on in the highest
councils and must be kept informed. To shut off communications within the
staff in order to avoid embarrassing leaks would be counter-productive.

ACTION

The assignment of enlarged duties to the Information and Public
Affairs Department - in line with the recommendations of the Task Force on



Mr. Robert S. McNamara - 2 - Auguswt 6, 1974

Communications - will be the occasion to issue a circular by Mr. Clark
which will appeal to the staff to increase its vigilence to help prevent
leaks. The staff will be told that the Bank intends to continue its .
practice of keeping them well informed and to keep the lines of communi-
cation continually open. But this creates an obligation on the part of the
staff to avoid letting information which could cause embarrassment from
passing into improper hands. Reminders of this nature will be repeated
from time to time to sharpen the focus on the problem of leaks and to
assure an awareness on the part of the staff of the seriousness of the
problem.

c.c.--Mr. Clark
Mr. Damry
Mr. Twining
Mr. Doud

JETwining/BChadenet:emcc



August 2, 1974

Dear Ms. Davis:

Mr. McNamara has asked me to thank you

for your letter requesting information on the

proposal of the World Council of Churches to establish

a bank in Geneva which would aid in the self-

development of poor people throughout the world.

Mr. Diogo de Gaspar, whom you iention, has

nvt with ie and other Bank staff on several

occasions and of course is maintaining close con-

tact with us. Per further information, I suggest

that you contact him, or Mr. Carlos Luis Weil, World

Council of Churches, 150 Route de Ferney, 1211

Geneva 20, Switzerland.

I hope you are able to help with this

imaginative scheme .

Sincerely,

William D. Clark

Vice President
External Relations

:s. Susan A. Davis

The Washington Consulting Group, Inc.

1800 Wisconsin Avenue, 7.W.
washington, D. C. 20007

DCChitwood/WClark: dcc

FILE: DAVIS, S.A.

cc & incoming to Ext. Rel.
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A United States Jaycee Foundation Project

What eople Themselves Can Do

Susan A. Davis 4 -,p 0 'r
Project Director

The Washington Consulting Group, Inc. July 30, 1974

The Honorable Robert McNamara
President
The World Bank
1818 H Street, Northwest
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. McNamara:

In a recent Washington Star-News article, the World Council of
Churches announced a proposal to establish a bank to aid in
the self-development of poor people throughout the world.
Apparently this is a new proposal, developed by a Brazilian
economist, D. A. N. de Gasbar. It would allow churches to
show their Christian concern for poor people by participating
in developmental efforts based on self-reliance and community
responsibility.

The article mentioned that you had reviewed this proposal,
and that you planned to send an associate to the Council of
Churches meeting in Geneva in support of the program.

This proposal is terribly exciting to us, because through the
United States Jaycees Foundation, we have just completed the
most extensive national research effort ever for the low-income
self-help movement in this country. I have taken the liberty
of enclosing our recently published book. It highlights the
findings of our research, as well as containing the stories
of 100 of the most successful low-income self-help programs
in this country. We have developed a comprehensive data base
on low-income self-help programs in the United States and have
established program analysis materials that could be utilized for
self-help programs throughout the world.

The information we have compiled is available to the public.
We would like to support the Church Council's proposal and
would be willing to assist them by providing information about
worthy self-help projects in this country that could benefit
from their program.

I would appreciate the opportunity to share our thoughts and

1800 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20007 (202) 338-5704
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The Honorable Robert McNamara
July 30, 1974
Page 2

information with those people who are most involved in the
program. Since I am unaware of the specifics of the proposal
or the personalities involved, I would appreciate any help you
might give me.

At a time when we are contemplating the 200th anniversary of this
country, the United States Jaycees Foundation undertook this
program because little applause or credit was being given to
those people who portray the very qualities that characterized
America's patriots in 1776 -- self-determination, pride,
responsibility, courage and self-reliance. We are excited
about the outcome of our research because it shows there is
no limit to "what people themselves can do", if given the
opportunity and access to necessary resources.

Thanking you in advance for any assistance you might be able
to provide me, I am

Sincerely,

Susan Davis
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July 26, 1974

Dear Doug:

Thank you for your letter of July 11, written
on behalf of the International Association of Agri-
cultural Economists (IAAE), inviting the Bank to
join 1AAE, FAO and the UN in sponsoring a Symposium
on Population and Food, scheduled to be held in Rome
in November 1975.

As you know the Bank is a member of IAAE and
would expect to be represented at any important
symposium organized by the Association. In addition,
Bank staff members who are individual members of the
Association will be free to make contributions to the
proposed Symposium. But I regret that we are not in
a position to act as sponsors for a symposium such as
you suggest. We have had, for budgetary reasons, to
cut down drastically on activities outside our
official program.

I am sorry not to be able to be more forthcoming
and I wish you well in your efforts.

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNamara

Dr. Douglas Ensminger
International Association of

Agricultural Economists
231 Gentry Hall
University of Missouri
Colombia, Ifissouri 65201

CBruce/WDClark:mmh
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES

NEW YORK

CABLE AUDRESS-ADRE55E TELEGRAPHIC1JE VNATIONS NEWYORK

RErERENCE:

17 July 1974

Dear Mr. McNamara,

I am sending you back your notes on Monday's

meeting which were very helpful indeed.

I also wish to take advantage of this

opportunity to express my gratitude for the kind

cooperation of Ernest Stern and other members of your
staff who have been most helpful in every way. I
would like to mention however that Messrs. Hicks and
Nussbaumer, whom you had mentioned to me as joining
us on a full time basis, have not yet began to participate
in our work and I very much hope that they can be made
available as soon as possible.

With very best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Radl Prebisch

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
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July 12, 1974

Dear Wayne:

Thank you very mLuch for youc letter and the
account of the latest meeting of the Anglo-Aerican
Parliantentary Conference on Africa.

I wish you well in your attempt to keep this
series of meetings going. The one I attended in
Wyoming seemed to me most worth while and educative,
and I hope this opportunity for legislators to meet
and inform themselves about Africa can continue.

Margie joins me in good wishesi to you and
Anne,.

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNamnara

Mr. Wayne Fredericks
The Chase Manhattan Bank
1 Chase iianhattan Plaza
ew York,* N.Y. 101'

WDC lark:s f



July 12, 1974

Dear Michael:

Thank you very much for your invitation to Ditchley
for November.

There are three reasons I would like to be there:
the subject of the Conference interests me a great deal,
Ditchley is a wonderful conference centre and I would get
a chance to see you again.

But, alas, I am planning to be travelling in our
less developed merber countries at that time. Perhaps
you will forgive me when I say that at that particular
time I expect to be in one of the countries you know best
- Turkey. We have many problems and opportunities there
as you can inagine.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNaniara

Sir Michael Stewart, KC.i.G., O.B.E.,
The Ditchley Foundation
Ditchley Park,
Enstone, Oxon 0X7 4ER
England

WDClark:sf



INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMISTS

July 11, 1974

Mr. Robert McNamara, President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Bob:

I am writing on behalf of the International Association of Agricultural
Economists to invite the Bank to join the International Association of Agri-
cultural Economists, the FA, and the UN in sponsoring a Symposium on
Population and Food, scheduled to be held in Rome in November, 1975.

The Executive Committee of the International Association of Agricultural
Economists meeting in London, December 14-15, 1973, approved setting up
a special committee on Demographic Aspects of Agricultural Development in
Various Situations and asked me to form the committee and serve as its chair-
man.

As set forth in the December 14-15 IAAE Executive Committee meeting,
the population and food committee was given two charges:

1) to work with FAO in preparing and organizing a pre-
conference seminar in 1975;

2) to work with Professor Theodor Dams, Vice President
of IAAE, in organizing a session on population and
agriculture for the next meeting of the IAAE in 1976.

The objective of the IAAE Committee on Population and Food is to work
toward getting greater and more significant involvement of the agricultural
economics and related social science institutions in the developing countries
in the emerging world population and food crisis.

President: S. R. Sen, World Bank, 1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

President Elect: D. K. Britton, Wye College, Near Ashford, Kent TN25 SAH, England

Vece President-Administraion: Keith Campbell, Dept. of Agricultural Economics. University of Sydrey, Sydney, N S W., Australia 20006

Vice President Progromi : Theodor Dams, Inst. fur Entwicklungspolitik, Universitat Freiburg, 7800 Freiburg i.Br., Fed. Rep. of Germany

Secretary-Treosurer: R. J. Hildreth, Form Foundation. 600 S. Michigon Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60605, U.S.A.

Founder President L. K. Elmhirst, Dartington Holl, Totnes, Devon, England

Immediate Post President Nils Westermarck, Dept. of Agricultural Economics, Helsinki Univers:ty, Helsinki 71, Finiond
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Mr. Robert McNamara
July 11, 1974
Page 2

As you will see from the enclosed, I had very productive meetings
with FAO in Rome on April 8, 1974.

l am now working toward finalizing the topics, and selecting the
institutions to prepare the background papers.

If the Bank accepts the invitation to join IAAE, FAO, and the UN
in sponsoring the 1975 Symposium, I will want to meet with whomever you
designate before finalizing the major agenda topics and selecting the
institutions to start working on the background papers.

It would be helpful if the Bank could contribute some funds to sup-
plement funds from UNFPA in covering the cost of the institutions selected
to prepare background papers, as well as the cost of travel for about 30
people who will be invited to attend the week's symposium in November.

Cordially,

Doug at Ensminger
231 eitry Flall
University of Missouri
Columbia, Missouri 65201

Enclosure

Copy to S. R. Sen
R. 1. Hildreth



MINUTES OF THE MEETING WITH DR. DOUGLAS ENSMINGER, CHAIRMAN,

COMMITTEE ON POPULATION AND FOOD,

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AGRICULTURAL ECONOMISTS (IAAE)

1. The meeting was held on Monday, 8 April, 1974, at 3:00 p.m. in
the Canada Room, FAO Headquarters, Rome, Italy.

2. Present: Ensminger, IAAE
Bhattacharjee, ESP
Abercrombie, ESP

- Palberg, ESP
Bachman, ESS
Narain, ESS
Higgs, ESH
Dudal, AOL
Schulte, ESD

3. The purpose of the meeting was to have an initial exchange of views
regarding the preparation of a Seminar on Demographic Aspects of Agricultural
Development in Various Situations to be organized jointly by IAAE and FAO
in 1975 and of a session on Population and Agriculture at the next general
meeting of the IAAE in 1976.

4. It was noted that the IAAE had recently been accorded official status
with the FAO. Cooperation in organizing the above two events was therefore
welcomed and hope was expressed for future active collaboration.

5. Dr. Ensminger introduced a paper setting out the broad areas of concern
for the 'Iwo sessions. He indicated that this was provisional and that he
would appreciate comments both during the meeting and in writing in the
future. The main purpose of the two events would be to involve agricultural
economists throughout the world more actively in countries' efforts to find
solutions to their food/population problems and to bring home with them the
multi-disciplinary nature of the required solutions. The Seminar would be
attended by twenty-thirty agricultural economists. Other agencies such as
UN, IBRD, ILO, UNESCO, and UNEP would also be invited to attend. It
would be held in the second half on 1975, preferably at FAO Headquarters,
Rome. Papers would be presented on a number of important problems, and
in addition there would be four-five country case studies. There would also
be an overview paper which would summarize the main issues before the
seminar and which would serve as the main basis for discussion. The
general paper would draw on the topical papers and country studies. A
number of fellowships would be provided to participate in the preparation
of the topical papers, country studies and to assist the IAAE in the general
preparation for the Seminar. UNFPA support would be sought by FAO to
finance participation in the Seminar, the fellowships, part of the preparation
of the background studies and their publication. IAAE would seek support
for additional financial resources to finance the preparation of background
materials and country studies. The results of the Seminar would serve as
an input to the session on food and population at the 1976 general meeting
of the IAAE. This session would be presented with three papers on the subject
and in addition there would be discussion groups.
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6. The IAAE paper on broad areas to be considered by the 1975 Seminar
and the 1976 general meeting of IAAE was regarded to be a useful basis for
discussion and a suitable framework for the preparation of the overview
paper as well as the background papers on country case studies. It was
however pointed out that in view of the comprehensive nature of the paper,
there was a need for selecting a number of specific topics for the background
papers. The following list of topics was provisionally agreed upon.
Suggestions made during individual meetings with Dr. Ensminger are included:

1) Data needs.

2) Methodology for long-term demand and supply projections for
food and agricultural commodities.

3) Protein/caloric malnutirtion in relation to health.

4) Govermnent services at the farm level.

5) Adjustment processes between food and population.

6) Implications of different population growth rates on food and
agricultural development.

7) Constraints to increasing agricultural production.

8) Land resources and problems of exploiting them.

9) The implications of feeding the world population in the year 2000:

a) research requirements;

b) transfer of technology;

c) people's competence to organize and manage new
agricultural technology;

d) institutional changes.

10) Interaction between population and agriculture policies.

11) Agricultural aspects of the "Limits of Growth".

12) Integrated development as an approach to the solution of
poverty/food/population problems.

In addition, FAO's "Food and Population Study" and the reports of the
forthcoming World Population and Food Conference would be available as
general background.

7. Papers by the FAO on the above would mainly deal with global and
regional aspects. In addition, agricultural economics institutions, mainly
from developing countries, would be approached to prepare papers dealing
with specific country situations.

8. The importance of preparing country case studies for the Seminar was
stressed. To the extent possible these should investigate historic aspects
of the relation between demographic change and agricultural development in
differing conditions. Suggestions for a suitable country typology were made
available to Dr. Ensminger. Field surveys might be organized to investigate
existing relationships and the countries' attention should be drawn to the
possibility of seeking UNFPA and other support for each survey.
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9. The minutes will be circulated within FAO for comments. A project
request to the UNFPA to be cleared by 'the IAAE Sub-committee on Food
and Population will be drawn up in due course. The minutes will also be
discussed with key members of the IAAE and their suggestions sought
particularly with reference to topics, institutions to prepare the background
papers and countries to be considered for the case studies.

TO: Ojala, ES Palberg, ESP Bachman, ESS Aribisala, AGS
Lehti, ESD Quaix, ESP Narain, ESS Oram, DDD
Schulte, ESD Kotter, ESH Saouma, AGL
Bhattacharjee, ESP Higgs, ESH Dudai, AGL
Abercrombie, ESP Fairchild, ESH Frere, AGP



July 11, 1974

Derr Erhard

I heard te new3 of your ri -nation wit arcat
sorrow, both personal and official.
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THE CHASE MANHATTAN BANK 0
National Association

1 Chase Manhattan Plaza, New York, New York 10015

June 28, i9(4

The lon orable Robert S. Mckamara

internationall Bank for Re onstruction
and Devcepmentc

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Bob:

The Tenth Anglo-American Parliamentary Conference on Africa, which
was held in England this year, was another substantial success at least to judge
from the reactions of the participants.

At my insistence we had scheduled a long s(ession on the evaluation of
the entire ton years of the series and, in my opinion, the conference produced the
most comprehensive and useful observations to date on the value of this educational
program to legislators.

Prior to my departure 'from The Ford Foundation i had urged that an inde-
pendent evaluation be made by the finonia supporters of the series, Ford

d Carnegie. John Rielly of The Chcage Council on Foreign Relations undertook
the assignment and will probably re -port in September.

The British and American lIgislators strongly expressed the view that
the series should continue as, in absotia, did the Canadians who were unable to
attend because of their elections. The Canadians, by the way, are anxious to
host a conference at an early date.

Financial support for the series terminated with this conference and the
future is somewhat uncertain. In any case, i volunteered to help raise the
necessary funds.

If the series continues, the participants would like to focus much more
intensively on the development process and would like to devote much of a meeting
next year to this subject. As they spoke of devepment, those who attended tie
Wyoming meeting were full of praise and admration for your contribution to that
meeting and hoped that you would be willing to make another appearance.

1 enclose copies of the agenda and of biographical sketches which may
be of some interest to you.



I Tiss our quarterly encowiters at The Ford Foundation aid hope that
I may sec you agai one of these days.

Anne and I send you and Mrs.- Mc Namrara our very best wishes - as do
your Parliamentary and Congressional f rends.

Wayne Iredericks

Enclosure,
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TENTH ANGLO-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON AFRICA

Imperial Hotel, Torquay. 5th-9th June 1974.

Biogra hicnl Details

British Participants

Bridget BLOOM - Africa Correspondent, Financial Times, since 1968.

Previously with West Africa masgazine.

Christopher BROCKLEBANK-FOUI FP - Conservative M.P. for King's Lynn since

1970. Advertising Consultant; Director, Creative Consultants Ltd.
Member of the Bow Croup since 1961; Secretary, 1966-68, Chairman,
1968-69. Vice-Chairman, iformation Panel National Committee for
Commonwealth Immigrants, 1966-67. Member of Executive, Africa

Bureau, 1970-74. Member, Select Committee on Overseas Development,
1973- . Joint Secretary, United Nations Parliamentary Group,
1972- . Joint Secretary, Conservative Parliamentary Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs Cor:ittcc , 1974- . Secretary, East African

Sub-Committee, 1971-74, (-h 'imrran, 1974- . Author of pamphlets

and articles on race relations.

Alan H. CAMPBELL - C.M.G. Deputy Under-Secretary of State, Foreign and

Commionwealth Office. Appointed to Lord Killearn's Special Mission
to Singapore, 1946. Private Secretary to Permanent Under-Secretary,
1950-52. Head of Chancery in Rome, 1962. Served in Peking, 1955.

Counsellor and Head of Chancery, U.K. Mission to U.N., New York,
1961-65. Counsellor and Head of Chancery in Paris, 1967-69.
Ambassador to Ethiopia, 1969-72. Assistant Under-Secretary of

State, Foreign and Commonwenlth Office, 1972-74.

George CUNNINGHAM - Labour M.P. for South Islington since 1970.

Manchester and London Universities. Member of staff of Commonwealth

Relations Office, 1956-63, Second Secretary (Political), British

High Commission at Ottawa, 19S8-60. Commonwealth Officer of the
Labour Party, 1963-66. Ministry of Overseas Development, 1966-69.

Overseas Development lnstitute, 1969-70. Member of Public i.ccounts
Committee and of Select Committee on Overseas Development.

Andrew FAULDS - Labour M.P. for Unrley East since 1974; Smethwick from
1966-74. Born in Esoko, Tanzania. Actor and broadcaster: over 30
films and many TV and radio broadcasts. Member of Council of
Europe and Western European Inion and staunch pro-marketeer.
Council member of British Actors' Equity, 1966-69. Parliamentary
Private Secretary to John Stonchouse, Minister of iviation and
Postmaster General, 1967-69. Opposition Spokesman for the Art!,
1970-73.
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Sir Nigel FISHER - N.C. Conservntive M.P. for Surbition since 1955.
M.P. for Hitchin, 1950-55. Trinity College, Cambridge. Company
Director. Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for the Colonies,

1962-63. Parliamentary Under-¶ecretary of State for Commonwealth
Relations and for the Colonien, 1963-64. Opposition Spokesman
on Commonwealth Affairs, 1964-66. Member of National Executive
Committee of the Conservative Party, and of the Executive of the
1922 Committee and of the Executive of the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Association. Knighted 1974.

Maurice FOLEY - Deputy Director General for Development and Cooperation,
European Economic Community, Brussels. Labour MP for West
Bromwich, 1963-72. Parliamentnry Secretary in the Department of
Economic Affairs, 1964-6, ith special responsibility for co-

ordinating government action on race relations from March 1965.
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Home Office, 1966-67.
Parliamentary Under-Sccretary of State for Defence for the Royal
Navy, 1967-68. Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, 1968-70. Trustee of the Ariel
Foundation.

Dennis GRENNAN - Treasurer of the Ariel Foundntion. Fellow of the
University of Sussex. Personal Adviser to President Kaunda.
Economist and former Labour Party Agent. President of the National

Union of Students, 1958-60.

Barney HAYHOE - Conservative M.P. for Brentford and Isleworth.

Parliamentary Private Secretary to the Lord President and Leader

of the House, 1972-74. Vice-Chairman, Conservative Parliamentary

Employment Committee. Vice-Chnirman, Conservative Party
International Office. Vice-Chairman, Conservative Group for

Europe. Member of Select Committee on Race Relations and

Immigration, 1971-73. Trustee of the Ariel Foundation.

Richard HORNBY - Director of Personnel of J. Ualter Thompson Company
Limited, and Chairman of Lexington International. Conservative
[.P. for Tonbridge, 1956-74. Taught at Eton College, 1948-50.
With Unilever Limited, 1951-52, then with J. Walter Thompson,

1953-63 and again from November 1964. Parliamentary Private
Secretary to Minister of Aviation, 1959-60, and to Secretary of
State for Commonwealth Relations, 1960-63. Parliamentary Under-
Secretary of State for Commonwcalth Relations and Colonies,
1963-64. Member of Advisory Council of the BBC, 1969-74. Member
of Home Office Committee on Privacy, 1970. Member of Executive
Committee of British Council, 1971-74.
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Michael JOPLING - Conservative M.P. for Westmorland since 1964. Farmer.
Member National Council NFU, 1962-64. Partner of a Motor Trade
Company. Young Conservative Chairman of the Thirsk and Malton
division Conservative Association for two years. Member Thirsk
RDC, 1958-64. Contested \akefield at 1959 General Election.
Former Vice-President of the National Association of Parish
Councils. Joint Secretary Conservative Parliamentary Agriculture
Committee, 1966-70. Parliamentary Private Secretary to the
Minister of Agriculture, Fi hries and Food, June 1970-71.
Assistant Whip, 1972-73. Lord Commissioner of the Treasury, 1973-
74. Opposition Whip, 1974-. Member of U.K. Executive
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association, 1974-. Sponsored Bill
which gives added powers to Parish Councils.

Joan LESTOR - Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Foreign and
Commonwealth Affairs, 1974- . Labour M.P. for Eton and Slough
since 1966. Contested Lewisham West in 1964. Nursery School
Teacher, 1959-66. Member of Yandsworth Borough Council, 1958-68;
London County Council, 1962-64; Executive Committee of the
London Labour Party, 1962-65; National Executive Labour Party,
1967- . Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Education
and Science, 1969-70. Chairmain, Council National Society of
Children's Nurseries, 1969-70. Opposition Spokesman on
Education, 1970-74.

Richard LUCE - Conservative M.P. for Shoreham since 1974; Arundel and
Shoreham from 1971-74. Parliamentary Private Secretary to
Sir Geoffrey Howe, Minister for Trade and Consumer Affairs,
1972-74. District Officer, Overseas Civil Service, Kenya, 1961-
63. Branch Manager, Gallaher Limited, 1963-65. Marketing
Manager, Spirella, 1965-68. Director, National Innovations
Centre, 1968-71. Chairman, I.F.A. Consultants Limited, 1972-
Secretary, Parliamentary Consumer Protection Committee, 1972;
Secretary, Parliamentary Latin America Group, 1972. Opposition
Whip, March 1974- .

J. Dickson MABON - Labour M.P. for Greenock and Port Glasgow since
1974; Greenock, 1955-74. Physician and journalist. President,
Scottish Union of Students, 1954-55. Attended Harvard
International Seminar, 1963. Joint Under-Secretary of State,
Scottish Office, 1964-67. Minister of State, Scottish Office,
1967-70. Member, U.K. Delaation to Council of Europe and
Assembly of Vestern Furopenn Union, 1970-72 and again 1974.
Secretary, all-party Parliamcntary Medical Committee.
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Malcolm MacDONALD - Chancellor of the University of Durham. Senior

Research Fellow at the University of Sussex. Privy Councillor,

1935. Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs, 1935 and

1938-39. Secretary of State for the Colonies, 1935 and 193R-40.

Minister of Helth, 1940-:1. I.K, High Commissioner in Canada,

1941-46. Governor-General of the Malay-n Union and Singapore,

May-June 1946. Governor-General of Malaya, Singapore and the

British Territories in Borneo, 1946-483. Commissioner-General

for U.K. in South--East Asia, 19/55, British High Commissioner

in Indi a, 1955-60. Co-Chairmn of the internationai Conference

on Laos, 1961-62. Governor and C-in-C in Kenya, 1963.

Governor-General in Kenya, 1%23-64. 3ritish High Commissioner,

Kenya, 1964-65. British Speial Representative in East and

Central Africa, 1965-66. British Specil P.epresentative in

Africa, 1966-69.

Tom McNALLY - Political Advise: to the Secretary of State for Foreign

Affairs. Internati onl Secretary of the Labour Party, 1968-74.

Assistant General Secretary of the Fabian Society, 1966-67.

Vice-President, Natioral TInion of Students, 1966-67. President

of University Colle-e London Union, 1965-66.

Mlicolm RTFKIND - Conservative H.P. For Edinburgh, Pentlands since 1974.

Contested Edinburgh, Central 1970. Ecucated at George Vatsons

College and Edinburgh University. Advocate at Scottish Bar.

Lectured in politics at University of Rhodesia, 1967-68. Member

of overland expedition to India and Pakistan via Middle East,
1965. Author of thesis on History of Land Apportionment in

Rhodesia.

Ian PRIGGLESWORTH - Labour M.P. for Teesside Thornsby. Parliamentary

Private Secretary to Mr Alex Lyon, Minister of State, Home Office.

Press and Public Affairs Manager, National Giro, 1970-74.

Previously Research and Information Officer, Co-operative Party

and Personal Assistant to General Scretary of NUT. Member of

NUJ, Co-operative Party and Fabian Society. Secretary of LEFTA.

Michael YOUNG - Research Officer with the Conservative fesearch
Department. Chairman, York Unive .sity Conservative Association,
1969. Treasurer and Secretary, South Paddington Young

Conservatives, 1965-69. Has a member of the Executive Committee

of the European Union of Christian Democrat and Conservative

Students. Assisted Nige] Fisher, M.P. with research for his

biography, lain MacLecl. Member of the Conservative

Commonwealth and Overseas Council's Uest African 41ffairs

Executive Committee.
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imperial Hotel, Torquny. 5th-9th June 1974

Biographical Details

North /merican Participants

Ldward G. BIESTER, Jr - U.S. Congressman from Pennsylvania.
Republican. Elected 1966. ttorney, 1956-66. Task force
leader of Congressional study of college campuses in 1969.
Former member of House Judiciary Comittee. Member of House
Foreign Affairs Committe-c and of its /frica subcommittee.
Co-Chairman of Tenth A-nglo-itmcrican Parliamentary Conference
on Africa.

Jonathan B. BINGHAM - U.S. Congressman from New York. Democrat.
Elected 1964. Speqial Assistant to Assistant Secretary of State,
1945-46. Secretary to the Governor of New York, 1955-58. U.S.
Representative on the U.N. Trusteeship Council, 1961-62; elected
its President for 1962. In 1963-64 he held the post of U.S.
Ambassador on the Economic and Social Council of the United
Nations. Author of Shirt-Sleove Diplomacy: Foint 4 in Action
(1954). Member House Commi t t' on Fo reign /ffairs, and I1o a1
Administration Committee.

Charle: C. DIGGS, Jr. - U.S. Congressman from Michigan. Democrat.
Elected in 1954. US//F, 1943-45. Member of Michigan State
Senate, 1951-54. Co-author, Rports of Special Study Missions
to Africa - November 27 to Deember 14, 1965, February 7 to
March 7, 1971, August 5 to Sept ember 8, 1971 and January 7-25,
1972. Chairman of the House Committee on the District of
Columbia. Chairman of louise lbcommittee on Africa.

Donald M. FRASER - U.S. Congressman from Minnesota. Democrat. Flected
1962. U.S. Navy, 14orld mar IT. cdmitted to Minnesota Bar, 1948,
and practised law in Minneapolis, 1948-6?. lember of House
Committ e on Foreign A ffairs. (hirman of the SubcommiLtLee on
International Organi7ation and Movements. Member of the House
Committee on the District of Columbia.
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Gilbert (WDE - U.S. Congressman from Maryland. Republican. Elected

in 19o6. U.S. Army Medical Department, Pacific Theatre, 1943-46.

Elected to Maryland House of De gates, 1954 ; elected to

Maryland Senate, 1962. Memhe - of House District Committee and

ouse Government Operation Con i ttee. Chairman of the

Environmental Committee of Members of Congress for Pence Through

Law.

Michael J. HARRINGTON - U.S. Congressmn from Massachusetts. Democrat.

Elected 1969. Attorney. Salem City Council, 1959, three terms.

State Representative 1964, three terms. Member House Committee

on Foreign Affairs.

Gale McGEE - U.S. Senator from Wyoming. Democrat. Elected 1958.

Ph.D. (Chicago), 1947. ProiftS or and Chairman of the Institute

of International Affairs, University of Wyoming, 1946-58. Author,

The esponsibilitics of nrld Power, 1968. Senate study missions

to Africa in 1960 and 1971, ember of Appropriations and Forcion

Relitions Committees and Chairman of Post Office and Civil

Service Committee. Member of :Thnate Subcommittce on African

Affairs.

Frank E. MOSS - U.S. Senator from Uth. Democrat. Elected in 1958.

Admitted to Utah Bar in 1938; judge City Court, Salt take City,

1940-50; County Attorney from 1951-58. Co-author with Senators

Church and McGee of Study Mission to Africa, November-December

1960, Report to the Senate t w ittee on Foreign Relations.

Senate study mission to Africa, 1971. Member of Senate Commerce

Committee and Chairman of its Consumers Subcommittee. 
Membr of

Committee on Post Office anid Civil Service, and Committee on

Aging. Chairman of the Aeronautical and Space Sciences Committee.

Secretary of the Democratic Conference.

JerryL. PETTIS - U.S. Congressman from California. Republican.

Elected in 1970. Founder of two businesses: Magnetic Tape

Duplicators and Audio-Digest Foundation. Former Vice-President

for Development of Loma Lind, University. Memher of the Task

Force or International Fconomic Policy. Member of the Ways and

Means Committee.

Louis STOKES - U.S. Congressman from Ohio. Democrat. Elected 1968.

Lawyer. U.S. Army, 1943-46. Chairman, Legal Redress Committee,

Cleveland Branch, National Association for the Advancement of

Coloured People, 1960-65. Executive Board, Cleveland Branch,

NAACP. Member of House Appropritions Com1mittee. Chairman of

the Black Caucus.

Charles W. WHALEN - U.S. Congressman from Ohio, nptiblican. Elected

1966. U.S. Army, World War II. Professor of Economics and

Chairman of Department, University of Dayton, 1962-66. Ohio

Stnte Senate, 1961-66. O1o Stete Legis19ture 1955-60. i-ter

House Foreign Affairs Committee.
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ljlIt JR. COTTER - Presid(lent of the Africn/,W-merican Institute since

1-- 0. Hv-rd Law School gr t. As an . llow in

1962-63, Hre srvda istant Attorney Gcneral of Northern

192-63 1h serv as 11 W 1%65 - 66 .Ford Founda tion

Nigerin, White House Eel low, ]'6-6 1rc 1966-70.or
Reurescn-tative for Colombin and Veuczuet-f , 1966-7

Donald B. FASISM - Assistant Secretary of State for frican Affai r.

7 FA -r Force, 1943-46 [c ign Service Officer since 1'ss in

Managua, Djakarta, Was7hington, and sven yers i various V1-st

African posts. U.S as al1r to Upper Vol, 1971-73.

Thom.s L. FARE -Part-ner in la firm of Prather Levenberg Seeger

Doolittc Farmr and E]iNg r. rmy 1 56/. Penct*raicC n I -w

with Sim-son Thattcher and Bartett, 1 64 7

Agency for int ern i oni l Dve l opment ,

'j. VjyneFWWDFi5IIS - Vice i Director of International Relation,

Afri -nnd the MiddleI t Ch ase IMinhattnn Bank. U.S. Ar Force

A - S As i rict 'hum> Forerign ianuficturing Div.,

Kl- Co., , i t , 9 6 Deputy Assistant Sccretary of

State for !-Ufri can >1 i ->pa irtment of State,1961-67. Ie d

of Srogt m for Middca e na. tind A Internationall Division,

Ford Foundation, 1967-73,

Roy HAVERAMP - First Secretary, American Embassy London, 
1974-

Entered Foreign Service, 195? andI has served in wi-shington,

Korea, Sweden, Japan, Cmbodla, The People's Republic of the

Congo, Zaire, Dahomey and the Republic of Guinea.

Robert A. LYSTAD - Conference Papporteur. Professor of hrican

studies at the School, of Advanced Internationl Studies. Aut-or

of Thes Prol Peopl ditor (for the African

Studies Associatioi) oi 'll African World: a Survey of ocial

Pes earCh.

Vernon McKAY - Director of the Proranm of f c Studies at the School

of Advnneed Intcrnational Stdifes of Th6 Johns oplzi- U5 VC U v

since 1956. Syrocusc University 1Hstory Fntnculty,,134

b search Associn'te on Aloregn Polic Associa 9  4

Department of State, 594S- G. Author of rica in fiorl i

(Harper & Row, 1963), nnd ditor ,nd co-nuthor of .fico -

Diplomacy, (Pr, -r, 1966), and Africn in the Un'tod St

(Mcandden-Bnrte l1, 1967).

Robert E. GO) - Dean of' the S nol of Advnced Intern.tional uic:

Ro er E. oG1 - rn - -- ity. U i\T r7 1 C icrigo g m

of the s Up 1s En i nive sity o c

Asot-tcand PrfoScor of Poli t ical Scinc' a, 105 -61

2a ci5 tog ton Ceter of Io r, i m Policy Resaich and 1 of cc soy at

SIS, I r961-7 Selt or fn , National SecenTi% Council

cS, 1%9- . 1970. 11or Ind self-Interct in

ti r,3 
nr 

i(,'sFre 
-nd iemoriersn

Ameri en' s [ ore ign a_ m l t s (-93,AYL --ISJQ
i-`o1'or.ti -11 P@OI c' I othor h) ok.0;.
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Alan PIFER - President of the Carnegie Corporation of New York.

John E. RIELLY - Executive Director of the Chicago Council on Foreign
Rolations. Department of Government faculty, Harvard University,
1958-61. Foreign Policy Assistant to Hubert H. Humphrey, 1%-
69. Consultant employcd by the Ford Foundtion and the Carne gie
Corporation to evaluate the ten-year programme of Anglo-Amcrican
Parliamentary Conferences on Africa.



TENTH ANGLO-AMERICAN CONFERENCE ON AFRICA

Imperial Hotel, Torguny. 5th-9th June 1974.

AG ENDA

Co-Chairmen: J. Dickson Mabon
Edward G. Biester

Wednesday, 5th June

2.30 - 4.00 p.m. A TEN YEA!R RETROSPECT ON AFRICAN ISSUES
Chairman: J. Dickson Mabon
Introduced by: Malcolm MacDonald

Wayne Fredericks
Background Papers: Dennis Grennan

Thomas Farmer

4.15 - 6.00 p.m. A TEN YEAR RETROSPECT continued

EVENING FREE

Thursday, 6th June

200A-.-4-5-a-m. EVALUATION OF THE CONFERENCES AS INFORMATION
- AND EDUCATION TECHNIQUES

Chairman: Edward G. Biester
Introduced by: Wayne Fredericks
Background Paper: Questions for open discussior

11.00 - 12.45 p.m. RHODESIA

Chairman: J. Dickson Mabon
Introduced by: C. Brocklebank-Fowler
Background Paper: Donald Fraser

2.30 4.00 p.m. PORTUCUESE AFRICA
Chairmnn: Edward G. Biester
Introelucced by: Dennis Grennan
Background Paper: Louis Stokes

4.15 - 4Xpm. SOUTH A'FRICA
Chairman: J. Dickson Mabon
Introduced by: Jonathan Bingham
DackgrounK Paper: Michael Young

EVENING FREE
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Friday, 7th June

9.00 - 10.45 aim& NAMIBIA
Chairman: Edward C Biester
Introduced by: Charles Diggs
Background Paper: Andrew Faulds

11.00 - 12.45 p.m. INTERNAsTIONAsL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
Chairman: J. Dickson Mabon
Introdluced by: Charles Whalen
Background Paper: Charles Whalen

AFTERNOON FREE

8.00 for 8.30 p.m. DINNER

Saturday, 8th June

9.00 - 10.45 a.m. AID TO INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENTS
Chairmn: Edward Biester
Introduced by: Ian Wrigglesworth

Bnckground Paper: Geoffrey Martin

11.00 - 12.45 p.m. COMMONEALTH AFRICA AND THE COMMON MARKET
Chairman: J. Dickson Mabon
Introduced by: Barney Hayhoe

Background Paper: Maurice Foley

2.30 - 4.00 p.m. PUBLIC OPINION AND PRESSURE GROUPS

Chairman: Edward G. Biester
Introduced by: George Cunningham
Background Paper: Gilbert Cude

4.15 - 6.00 p.m. EVALUAsTION OF THE TORQUAY CONFERENCE

EVENING FREE



TENTH INGLO-AMERIC/AN CONFERENCE ON /AFRICA
Imperial Holel, Torqiunv. 5th-9th June 1,974

PARTICIP NTS

Joint Chairmen:

'Rep. Edward G. Biester, Jr - Republican, Pennsylvania
"Dr, J. Dickson Mabon- Labour, Greenock and Port Glasgow

AMER IC/N

'Rep. Jonathan Bingham - Democrat, New York

Mr. 1illiam CoLter -frican-/mcrican Institute
cp. Charles C. Diggs - Democrat, Michig an

Mr. Donald Easum - ssistant Seretary of State for
,frican /Affairs

Mr. Thomas Farmer - former Council Department of State
*ecp. Donald Fraser - Democrat, P'iinnesota
<Mr. J. Wayne Fredericks Vice-Pres-idoent & Director for

International Relations, Chase
Manhatten Bank, N.Y.

Pep. Gilbert Gude Republican, Maryland
*Rep. Michael Harrington - Democrat, Massachusetts

Mr. Roy Haverkamp - U.S. Embassy, London
Sen. Gale McGee - Democrat, U'yoming

*Prof. Vernon McKay - School of Advanced International
Studies, Johns Hopkins University

Sen. Frank F. Moss - Democrat, Utah
*Dcan Robert Osgood - School of A'dvanced International

Studios, Johns lopkins University
<Rep. Jerry Pettis - Pepubl icon, California

Mr. Alan Pifer - President of Carnegie Corporation,
New York

Mr. John Rielly - Executive Director of Chicago
Counci l on Foreign Relations

up. Louis Stokes X - Dcmocrat, Ohio
ep. Charles WhalTen -- Democrat, Ohio

iss Bridget Bloom - 'Financial Times'
ir. Christopher Brocklebank-lFowler,

M.P. Conservative, King's Lynn
'Mr. 1An Campbell Deputy Under-Secretary of State,

Foreign and Commonwealth Office
*Mr. George Cunningham, M.P. - Lsbour, Sonuth I st ington
<Mr. ndrew Faulds, M.P. - labour, 1  Icy East
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"'Sir Nigel Fisher, M.P. - Conservative, Surbiton
>Mr. Maurice Foley - Deputy Director General for

Development & Co-operation,
European Economic Community,
Brussels.

Mr. Dennis Grennan - Treasurer, Ariel Foundation
-1Mr. Birney Hayhoe, M.P. Conservative, Brentford & Isleworth
"Ar. Richard Hornby - Director of Personnel, J. Walter

Thompson Co, Ltd.
-4r. Michael Jopling, M.P. - Consri vative, "estmorland
Miss Joan Lestor, M.P. - Pnrliamentary Under-Secretary of

State, Foreign & Commonwealth
Office

`1Mr. T ichard Luce, M.P. Conservativc, Shoreham
[t. ion. Malcolm MacDonald - forier British Special Representative

in Africa
ir. Tom McNally - Political Adviser to the Secretary

of StaLe for Ioreign Affairs
'Mr. Geoffrey Martin Trustee, Ariel Foundation

-,"r. Malcolm Rifkin, M.P. - Conservative, Edinburgh, Pentlands
"Mr. an Wrigglcsworth, M.P. - labour, Tecesside Thornaby
Mr. Michael Young - Conservative Research Department

Professor Robert Lystad - Rapporteur
-'-Mr. Melville Guest - Private Secretary to Miss Joan

Lestor

Miss Alison Uarner
Miss Michele Bailleux

knecompanied by wife



DITCHLEY PARK, ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4ER

Telephone ENSTONE 346 Cabtes DITCILEY OXFORD

TELEX No. 8337io

The Hon. Robert McNamara,
President, International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development,
1818 H Street,
WASHINGTON, D.C.,
U.S.A. 19th June 1974

I am writing to ask whether there is any chance
that you personally could come to Ditchley for a
conference which we are holding here between 22nd and
25th November. As you know, we have already had an
enquiry though American Ditchley from William Clark as
to whether we could make the place available to you in
August or early September, but I am afraid this is
impossible for those months, though we have offered a
date in the first ten days of October.

The Ditchley conference will therefore be taking
place within a few weeks of your own meeting, wherever
it takes place, and you may well feel that if it takes
place at Ditchley or elsewhere in Europe, that you can't
cross the Atlantic twice at such short intervals. It
would, however, be a great privilege to have you here,
apart from the pleasure of seeing you again. I enclose
the Terms of Reference which we have drawn up in
consultation with Anthony Tasker, Head of the Overseas
Development Institute, and you may like to know that Lord
Aldington, who has considerable interests, both personal
and professional in/the developing world, has agreed to
take the Chair. kA,

MICA4Jr WRT -Director





T'E DITCEYILI! FOUVDATIOUS

COPFERENCE OP SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC REFORM

I LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

'Iovemb er 22-25 1974

TERiIS F RZEFERENCE

To consider:

1. The extent to which policies of social and economic

justice and reform and, so far as it is relevant to

historic or present conditions, personal freedom have

been implemented in the national development plans of

India, China and Crazil iith respect to:

a) agrarian reform and agricultural development;

b) infrastructure planning and industrial and urban

development;

c) social and educational planning.

2. ".aving regard to the comparative successor failure of

these policies, -what further steps should be taken by

developing countries and supported by donors of aid to

overcome difficulties and constraints which have impeded

past plans for social and economic justice and reform;

and in which general areas is there the best hope of

achieving major improvement in the development process if

these difficulties and constraints are overcome.

11.6.74
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June 17 , 1974

Dear David:

Thank you very much for your letter and the invitation
to give one of the Jane Hlodge series of lectures. i have indeed
spoken to Jim Callaghan about this in the past, and I am afraid
I must return the same regretful answer.

You will rerember that I was always reluctant to give a
peech unless I had something new and definite to say. Today I
find it takes all my time to fulfill satisfactorily my statutory
duty speeches - to the Governors, to the Economic and Social
Council, and to the occasional U.N. World Conference. At this
monvent I a, struggling painfully with two such speeches for the
immiediate future. I wish I had your facility for going round
this country and naking appropriate speeches in every town.

It is far too long since we met and I hope you will corVe
down here and stay next time you are in the United States.
Mmarg joins re in wishing you well and vishing that you would visit
us again.

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNamara

The tt. Hion. Lord iHarlech, P.C., K.C.M.G.
HIV Limited
99 Baker Street
London WlM 2AJ
England

WDClark:sf



RLD BANK GROUP

DAT E
ROUTiNG SLIP June 6, :9 4

NAME ---- ROOM NO

Mr. Robert S. M.cNamara E.1227

INPO TIN NOTE ANJD RETUR1

. NOTE AND SEND,- N

F TE OUR CONVERSA TION

CT I N PER YODR REDUEST

<L I N PREPARE REPLY

R RECOMMENDATION

I ;LE SIGNATUF;E

Callaghar wrote to us about this in
1972 & 73, and got P.P. Schweizer instead.

R MROOMNO. EXTENSION
William Clark



HTV UMITED 99 BAKER STREET LONDON WIM 2AJ TELEPHONE 01 486 4311 TELEX 264 357 HTV LONDON

29th May 1974

The Hon Robert Macnamara
2412 Tracy Place NW
Washington DC

At a recent meeting of the Bank of Wales Sir Julian Hodge
told me that he had been trying to get you to deliver
one of the Jane Hodge Lectures either in the latter part
of this year or in the spring of next year. He is a
tremendous fan of yours, rightly so of course, and believes
that he can provide a forum which would carry your words
to all corners of the world. The only previous speakers
in this series of lectures have been Pierre Paul Schweitzer,
Sir Leslie O'Brien - the Governor of the Bank of England,
David Rockefeller and Prince Philip. The lectures are very
attractively printed by Julian Hodge and go out on a mailing
list to all five continents. He told me that he had just
received a request for further copies of the last lecture
from Japan.

I believe Jim Callaghan has already written to you on the
same subject and will no doubt have given you the details.
I simply write to reinforce his appeal-and you know how
much I personally would welcome such a visit by you to Cardiff.

Harech

4-4t
Directors: Rt. Hon. L Ord Harlech, P.C K.C.M.G., Chairman, A. T avries, .C. . McWatters, lAi Chairmen, A- J. Gorard Managng Director
J. Aeron-Thomas, Stanley Bsker W. G_ Beloe. Richard Burton, CBE,, W. F. Cartwright, DL., J, E, C. Clarke A R. Edwards. Sir Geramt Evas, C4E
R. A. Garrett, M. Geraldo W. A. Hawkins. T. Hoseason-Brown A. Lwvelrin Wilhams Lady E J Parry- Wi .ms G H. Sylvester CR E L Th
W. Vaughan Thorias, R- W. Wordley, Sales Dire rtnrl II ,,,

Registered in London No. 97 7852 Registered Office: The Television C ntrr Cardiff
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Coax Profesa<r Lemachad

'snn you for your ltter, and the raqest for/

e ot ou raise are irgjortant, ,ut unhap
th rsue onc t -cu Le going to b hr

the4 nxt severl week th at an- Lterview just .ill not be

Me I suggest is that you get in~ toucXh Vith. ce
oif :y senior colleagues, :.r. 1Williai 2lark - to. vhoe I ac
for-rdo;tj your 0Ltr a.d e lore te -0 si ility of a
iatually satifactory ti1- to met with :.in or sooe on

aa staff in oraCr to -11t:us tkhe issues you raias.

It wa thouzqtful of youa to write, and( 1 will
as long icur regards to kathy.

Sincere ly,

irofessor &-ene :r n

Ji..&ddux -s

:ay 24, 1974

cc: Mr. Clark with copy of incoming



May 28, P,74

Dear 14. Simonet:

I very .uch enjoyed our meeting in April, and I

thank you for your letter of !ay 13.

I at glad to hear that the European corunity is

saaing plans to provide soe measure of energency relief for

the cost hard hit countries, and particularly that decisions

will be taken by June 15.

i have been in touch with Raoul Prebisch and know

that he expects to visit Lrussels in the last day o iay.

We at the Bn;, in con iunction with the I.1.F., are providing

him with staff to help handle the difficult and ur ent task

with which he has been entrusted by the Secretary General o

the U.N.

I look forward to continuinc our exchanges and

cooperation in the future.

Sincerely,

Robert 3. aclamra

I. enri IIonet
Vice-iresident d a Coissio

des Conunautes iuropeennes
Rue de la Loi 200
V 4, BruxeLles, "eliu .

WDClark: sf



Mv2, 1074

Dcar l'err Brandr:

i cannot let the occasion of your Ileavin; pa
ichma. sending you as ::sat of gratitud@ for all the
leadrmip you have iven to the cause of terra

deveifp e an the weli~re of rthe Tird orld,

a., of course, particularij -rateu o: h urO

y.>ur atintraton aluays gave t he World &an. 1 reca!)

parviciar pleasure our cnvreation in Lonr lai; print,
and the concerned understandin o the need of the deveop,
worlt wxich yo- expressed.

ut y Ia a ;rral ord of a- irtio "L. the
0ad 'p yuhaveaven y"ur country, to u ea an- o

.he vrid. 1 very nuch hope hat you WIlG, before 1on", Ke
at eno cintinue to &ve our troubled world th benefit A
yo" Aida and foresih. Ih oothat urpathsa croa
aain and rhat - aye able to work together or thoe ideals

I ,nou se hare,

ilncerely,

(Sine.d) Roer S. AMc'amara

Roer . caor

a~r-n zner a.D.
2 ly ~.randt

C/O. flundaa.

WDClark: sf



May 23, 174

Dear Mr. Chancellor:

Please accept my warm congratulations on your election,

I recall with pleasure our discussion last Spring on a
broad range of development issues, and in particular I would
liie to express my gratitude for the strong support the
v'ederal R'epublic has given during the Fourth Replenishoent
of the International Development Association.

I ai confident that under your leadershi p the Federal
Republic will continue to play a maior role in the inter-
national development effort, and that the goverlnent 's
traditionally cordial and cooperative relationship with the
Bank will grow even stronger. We shall certainly need to
rely on your goodwill and support in the very testing years
that lie ahead for all of us, but most especially for the
very poorest countries of the Third World.

Sincerely,

Robert S.Mc'amara

Chancellor of the Federal Republic
of Germany

Mr. Heltnut Schrmidt
Bundeskanzlerarmt
53 Bonn
Federal Republic of Germany

WDClark:sf
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Mr. Clatk

.J .

To Handle Note and File

Aonroor iate Disposition Note and Return
Aooroval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendat ion

Informatior Si gnature
Iritial ___Send On

Remarks

Anders Ljungh

From



22nd IMay 1974

Mr. Robermt M*camara,
international -ank for Rceonstruction and

Development,
Washington D.C. 20453,
U.S.A.

I thank you for your letter of 17th lay in which you
lad to tell me that it would not be possible for you to

accept the invitation to speak at the Dinner in Scotland
in November.

We are all very sad that you are unable to accept this
invitation but we thank you for writing so charmingly! We
very well realise how full and pressing your programme must
be at this time and we send you our warmest co wishes.

?a'tadon.
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TO: " DATE: 2 L- C0, 1971

-- CLASS OF
FULL RATE

nL7: 7 ' SERVICE:
L'cC:O3:TE fT x T C p

1APTC
COUINRY * Y- RE DE T CLI

-XT:.
Ca b e No-

0U BEHALF OF TIE WORLD ms raOrw, I AM VERY HAPPY TO EEID MY WAJ

CONGRATULALTIC:;S TO THE NEW PLEDE112 Ci' THE FRELCH TEPUBLIC STOP IT

IS FORTUNATE FCU TEE DEVELCPIG MORLD TAT? FAJ:CE, A MAJOR CC:CRILU:O2

TO AID, WILL BE INISPIRED AND LED BY THE FORIER GOVEROR OF THE WORLD

BANK GROUP STOP WITH MY WATXEST PERSONAL REGARDS.

(signed R. S. McNamara)

ROBERT S. MCNAYARA
WORLD BANK PEESIDE IT

NOT TO C TRANSiJTT D

y CLEARANCES AND COPY V!ST:JTjON:

Bernard Chadenet c.c.--Mr. J. Wahl
Mr. W. Clarkt--Organization Planning arid Mr. P. Darkry

T ersonnel ilanagement

N. T~ I Nv VAL AjUTHOJ R 271D To APPROVEF

-har nu A sf7Fr
INAL (e copy



MAY " 7 1974

ear Lord Caradon:

Thank you for your gracioua invitation for to to speak
at he dinner celebrating both United Nations lay and jt. dre 's
ay, in Glasgow, November 29th.

The prospect of visiting Scotland, and especially under
such distinguished auspices, is an exceptionally attractive one
and 1 very Kuch regret having to decline. The problem is that
,y schedule during that period is goin; to be particularly
pressing, and already includes extensive travel plans which are
liely to get even more hopelessly complicated.

In view of the traditional warAth of Scottish hospitality,
I a clearly the unlucky one in this situation, and I only hope
that you and your colleagues (and good t. Andrew hinself) will
understand "y genuine disappointrent in not being able to be with
you.

Sncerely,

(Sig .L( . Namara

Robert S. 1Namara

nord Caradon, 1 C., C.C.1.G., K.C.V.0.,
Trerator, Castle

altash
C ornwa i
.ngiand.

WDClark: s f



UNIVERSITY O FLORIDA

GAINEVWLL> :272

DczAT!! OF QP TICAL SciN'

Ermient obe cramara

International bank for Reconstruction and Developmnt
1818 H Street N
Washington D.C.

Dear Mr. McA~wra:

[ am currently :rking on a book-length study of economic and poltical
cevelopment in Troaical Afr ca focusse o> r eource-excnre 7. e

I am particularly intereste' in invtigVtinI e impact of poiI L
variables in recipient countries on the distribution process both at
the local level and at the center. My assumption is that flows of scarce
resources may be diverted from their intended destination through the
workings of what I call "self-regarding" and "client-regarding" activi-
ties. Which inturn raises the whole question of what can be done by
donors, national and international, to maximize the productivity of
financial and economic resources.

I wonder in this connection whether you would be kind enough to spare
a few minutes of your time to explain to me what strategies, if ary,
the Bank has developed to come to grips with this problem. Specifically,
1 am interested in (1) getting as clear a picture as possible of the
conditions which are in fact attached to Bank-sponsored projets to maxi-
mize returns on financial investments; (2) in finding out whether poli-
cy guidelines in this respect differ from one country to another, or
one area to the next; and (3) whether specific decisions have been
made, or are in the process of being made to see to it that political
factors do not stand in the way of long-run priorities for social and
economic change. In a word, are the exigencies of political survival
compatible with the requirements of development as things presently
stand, and if not what is the Bank doing to increase the area of com-
patibility between the two?

If I take the liberty to write to you personally this is because I feel
that the questions I am raising asufficiently important to warrant an
interview with you. I would be most grateful to you if you could give me
the opportunity of exchanging some thoughts with you on these matters.

May I ask you to convey my warmest personal regards to Kathy? I had her
as my student in my course in African Politics at Chatham College back
in 1964; 1 most enjoyed having her in the class (even though the feeling
may not have been mutual ... )

Very sincercly yours,

Rent Lemarchand, Professor
1930 Calvert Street
Washington D.C. 20009

(on leave from the University of Florida:
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me Pi~e BerAed:

You will hqve received my cn ble replying to you
request thet prticipete in the con eene co unch
the Conservation Coin Collection Campai,. in the Jnited!

ate. My I :epeat how sorry I 0 not inbe in
pition to tae pert in this 'worthil1e ef Port.

m cr the position of the lnternntional :onet r
'ud on the insuance of co nemorative coire, e h-e

consulted technicians in the internatiomi Ioneti y
und. m plersed to advire you thm they see nc

oo*ectior: to such Coimroretive coins being inue. n
the Pssunptica th t they would not be gold coin -nd
ould not be le,!l tender in the issuin; country.

It nor very thougtful of you to think of me in
hi cmeetic, nd plence accept ny best wivhes for

whet Is cien-ly 'n importent Opuse.

Sineerely,

boert S. ca

Ain Aoyl 7ighness
Prince Bernhard
The World Wildlife Fund
1110 Morges , Sitzerla nd

( LPCha tenay/JLl ddux :mmnh



Unofficial translation
HENRI SIMONET mld
Vice President de la Commission
de Communaute Europeennes

Dear Mr. President:

I was glad to meet you on April 29, (luring my
visit to the United States.

During our conversation I had promised you some
additional information regarding the new proposals the European Community
might set forth concerning development aid.

During their April 30th session, our Council of
Ministers discussed these problems, and in particular, a proposal by said
Commission concerning the European Community participation in the "short
term" extraordinary international assistance considered in favor of
developing countries most greatly affected by certain fluctuations of international
prices. As a whole, this proposal was well receive-although some ministers
expressed some reticence with regard to the problem of financing first, and,
on the other hand, regarding the question of eventually creating a FUND
with the ability of helping the countries non9participant in the Community.

In order to make a decision the Executive Council
have requested the Commission to present in near future proposals covering
the different ways the Community participation could be handled regarding
this exceptional aid, and, also the financing requirements. At the same
time, the Commission wil submit to the Executive Council a scheme of geo-
graphical allocation covering the forecast of all assistance being considered
for the period 1975-1980.

The Council have agreed to meet again on June 13 to
discuss these documents and reach a decision before June 15, final date set
by the General Assembly of the U.N. for submitting pledges for additional aid.

In this regard, I was glad to note that the United
States, during the last days of the extraordinary session of the UN Assembly,
have suggested an exceptional assistance of $4 billions. Although this offer
has been formally withdrawn later on, I believe it still eases the way towards
a favorable response from the Community. The fact that the U.S. have, at one
time, taken a positive attitude towards this aid, will help in convincing
those of our member countries who give the utmost importance to the "tlantic
dialoguev they can count on the fact that the United States will not fail to
participate in this aid which, therefore, will not be assumed by European and
Arab countries alone. To this issue, I will bring my most active support.

I hope that we will be able to pursue our exchanges of
views in the future.

I wish to assure you, Mr. President, of my highest
consideration.



HENRI SIMON ET

VICE -PRESIDENT DE LA COMMISSION RUE DE LA LOI 200

DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES 1040 E3RUXELLES TEL,35.80 40

Le 13 mai 1974.

Monsieur le Pr6sident,

J'ai 6t6 tres heureux de pouvoir vous rencontrer le 29 avril
dernier, au cours de ma visite aux Etats - Unis.

Lors de notre 6change de vues, je vous avais promis quelques
renseignements compl6nentaires au sujet des nouvolles initiatives que
la Communaut6 europdenne pourrait prendre en matiere de coop6ration
au developpement.

Au cours do sa session du 30 avril, notre Conseil des Ministres
a ddlibere de ces problemes, et plus particulierement d'une proposition
do la Commission relative 4 la participation de la Cornmunaut6 au voletTcourt terme' do 1action internationale exceptionnelle envisag6e en fa-
veur des pays en voie de d6veloppement les plus affect6s par certains
mouvements de prix internationaux. Dans liensemble, cette proposition
a 6t6 accueillie favorablement, bien que certains Ministres aient exprim6
quelque r 6 ticence en rapport avec le probleme du financement drune part,et eu 6gard at la question de la cr6ation 6 ventuelle d'un Fonds communau-
taire susceptible d'aider les pays non-associds at la Communaut6 d'autre
part.

Pour pouvoir so prononcer, le Conseil a demand6 it la Commis-
sion de lui soumettre prochainernent les propositions portant sur les dif-
ferentes formes que pourrait revetir la participation de la Cornmunautd itl1aide exceptionnelle susmentionnde, ainsi que sur leurs modalit6s de fi-nancement. En mZtme temps, la Commission prtsentera au Conseil unsch6ma de r6partition g6ographique de Itensemble des aides communau-
taires de toute nature envisagdes pour la p6riode 1975-1980.

Le Conseil a d6cid6 de sidger it nouveau le 13 juin pour examiner
ces documents et pouvoir prendre ainsi une d6cision avant le 15 juin, date
limite fixee par l'Assembl6e g6n6rale des Nations-Unies pour le d6p6t desengagements d'aide supp16mentaire.

.
Mr. R. McNamara,
President
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development,
1818 H. Street N. W.
WASHINGTON D.,C. 20433 (U.S.A.)
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A cet 6gard, j'ai 6t6 heureux de constater que les Etats-Unis,
au cours des tout derniers jours de la Session extraordinaire de cette
Assembl6e g6n6rale, ont propos6 la mise en place d'une aide exception-
nelle de 4 milliards de dollars. Bien que cette offre ait 6t6 formellement
retir6e par la suite, j'estime qu'elle facilite sensiblement une d6cision
favorable de la Communautd. Le fait meme que les Etats-Unis aient, a
un moment donn6, t6moign6 d'une attitude positive A. l'6gard de cette aide,
contribuera effectivement ' convaincre ceux de nos Etats membres qui
attachent une importance primordiale au dialogue atlantique ; ils peuvent
en effet escompter que les Etats-Unis ne manqueront pas de participer
a cette aide, qui des lors ne sera pas seulement prise en charge par les
pays europeens et arabes. C'est une issue a laquelle j'apporterai mon
concours le plus actif,

J'espere que nous pourrons continuer nos contacts A l'avenir,
et je vous prie d'agr6er, Monsieur le Pr6sident, l'expression de ma
haute consid6ration.



Foreword

I would like to explain why the World Bank Group does research work,
and why it publishes it. We feel an obligation to look beyond the projects
we help to finance toward the whole resource allocation of an economy,
and the effectiveness of the use of those resources. Our major concern, in
dealings with member countries, is that all scarce resources, including
capital, skilled labor, enterprise and know-how, should be used to their
best advantage. We want to see policies that encourage appropriate in-
creases in the supply of savings, whether domestic or international.
Finally, we are required by our Articles, as well as by inclination, to use
objective economic criteria in all our judgments.

These are our preoccupations, and these, one way or another, are the
subjects of most of our research work. Clearly, they are also the proper
concern of anyone who is interested in promoting development, and so
we seek to make our research papers widely available. In doing so, we
have to take the risk of being misunderstood. Although these studies are
published by the Bank, the views expressed and the methods explored
should not necessarily be considered to represent the Bank's views or
policies. Rather they are offered as a modest contribution to the great dis-
cussion on how to advance the economic development of the under-
developed world.

ROBERT S. MCNAMARA

President
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development

v
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VIA
A- April 23, 1974

Mister President,

in receiving jour letter of April 1, I wish to express
my most sincere thanks, also on behalf of Confindustria, for your
generous words concerning the Italian edition of your volume "One
Hundred Countries, Two illion People".

The contribution, towards a better understanding of the
compl-x realit:/ that so many countries mus't face, you have given
with your book is of the greatest value and of paramount importan
ce. We, on our part, are only tryig t o give a modet support to
the efforts that personalities, as you, are doing to the better so
lution to the problem. ith this objective in mind, we decided to
translate your writings.

Thanking-you again, I send you in this occasion my most
sincere and kindest regards,

(F rizio e )

. ROBERT S. LONAMARA
International Bank for
Reconstructon and Dever oo1ment

- VAIPTOT D.C. 20433
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22nd April 1974

Mr. Rooert ceamara,

Worid Bank,
1818 Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 2043,
U.S.A.

I have just got back from a round of speaking in Scotland
and 1 summon up my courge to put to you a proposal which was
pressed upon me as met those in Scotland who are specIally
interested in internationai affairs and advocates for the need
for more effective action by the United Nations.

'very year in Scotland there is a grand Dinner whien

brings toether leading Scotsmen to celebrate United Nations Day
and St. Andrew's Day togethr. This sear the tinner is to take

place In the Banqueting Hall of tne City Chamnbers of Glasgow on
Hriday, 29th Novenber. The tinner will be attended by some 400

lead ing' personalities in Scotland.

We all know how Pressed you are for time and travel and we
realise it is asking a lot, but we wonder if you could possibly
come to speak at this Dinner. it would ce gretly apprecioted

if you could do so, ano you could be sure of an excellent audience.

i miight add tht I gather that Scottish Universities have been
anxious to give you an Honorary Depree and it did occur to me that
possibly you could combine in your visit to Scotland this
St. Andrew's Dinner with the receirt of a Degree from Aberdeen or
elsewhere.

If you think that it is possible that you could bring joy to
Scotland by a visit there I can assure you that you could not want
a better occasion or a better au:d ncce.



C~A
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I expect to be on toe move myself a good deal in coming
months, but I greatly hope that you may be abe to consider
very carefully this invitation from Soetland.

I seno warmest respects ann all good wishes.

CrPrad n.



April 4, 1V74

Dear Mr. arath:

I refer to your letter concerning relat ons between the
World Bank and the representatives of the Indian _ress here in
Washington. I well reiember the good Teeting we had so-e tLie
back. and appreciate the lively interest Indian journalists have
continued to takIe in the activities of the Wdorld an . The press
over the years has been goad to the World Bank and to tie,
personally. I adiire the high standards of professionalist
aiutained by Indian journalists and their keen sense of

corpetition. I would be very distressed toi thii- that i, or this
institution, would be thought designedly to leak confidential
docurents through journalists, especially when i- proper use of
these docutrents r ight be harnful to the development effort of
India. Such use does not confbri to the high standards of
responsibility for which the Indian press is traditionally
respected; it certainly does not conformi in any way with the
objectives of the World Bank.

I do feel, however, that there is justice in your comiplaint
that oe ournalists have received preferred treatcnent recently,
though without any official 1&ank authorisation. (I would point
out, however, that the New York Times report which you , ention
specifically states that it was not derived from a han, source).

I have therefore ased !r. rria , the Director of
Inform-Lation and Public Affairs, to look into the matter of
irproving co iunications between us, and I look forward as a
restult to a better flow of information and discussion between us
in future.

incere ly,

Robert S. \c~ nra

lr. :.V. a ath
Times of India
420 Cathedral Avene, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20016



An<rI 4, 1-74

Dear Mr. Parasuram:

I refer to your letter concerning relations between the
World Bank and the representatives of the Indian Press here in
washington. I well rermeiber the good meeting we had some time
bach and appreciate the lively interest indian journaqlists have
continued to take in the activities of the World Bank. The press
over the years has been good to the World BanW and to e,
personally. I ad ire the high standards of profei
maintained y Indian journalists and cheir een sense of

competitiorn. I would be very distressed to thi. tha. I, or this
institution, would be thought designedly to leak confidential
documents through journalists, especially when itproper use of
these documents might be hare ful to the development effort of
India. Such use does not confon to the high standards of
responsibility for which the Indian press is traditionally
respected; it certainly does not conforn: t any way with the
oblectives of the World Ban

do feel, however, that there is justice in your complaint
that some journalists have received preferred treatment recently,
though without any official Ban!, authorisation . (I would point
out, however, that the New York Tines report which vou mention
specifically states that it was not derived fr; a Bank source).

I have therefore asked Mr. Merriai , the Director of
inforr ation and Public Affairs, to look into the matter of
improving co aunications between us, and I look forward as a
result to a better flow of inforr:ation and discussion betwen us
in future.

S incerely,

Ro bert S. MNnaara

.r. 1.V. Parasura.
indian Express
5833 Nebraska Avenue, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20015

WDClark: sf



A ri 4, 1'74

Dear Mr. Bhatia:

I refer to your letter concerning relat ions betweer the
World Bank and the representatives of the Iadian Press here in
Washington. I well remember the good !eeting we had some tire
bac'V and appreciate the lively interest Indian journalists have
continued to take in the activities of the World Bani The press
over the years has been good to the World Bank and to ne,
personally. I adnillre the high standards of professionalism
mriaintained by Indian journalists and their keen sense of
competition. I would be very distressed to think tat I, or this
institution, would be thought designedly to leak confidential
documnents through journalists, especially when improper use of
these documents might be harrmful to the evelopment effort of
India. Such use does not conform to the high standrds of
responsibility for which the Indian press is traditionally

respected; it certainly does not conform in any vy with the
objectives of the World ban

I do feel, however, that there is justic in your complaint
that some journalists have received preferred treatment recently,
though without any official Bank. authorisation. (I would point
out, however, that the w York Tires report which yot nention
specifically states that it was not derived fror a Bank source).

I have therefore asked Mr. Herrian., the Director of
Information and Public Affairs, to look into the matter of
improving comiunications between us, and I look forward as a result
to a better flow of inforration and discussion between us in future.

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNarara

Mr. ;ri han batia
Hindustan Times
5214 Brookway Drive
Washinrton U.E. 20016

WDClark~sf



April 4, 1 -4

Dear M4r. Sagar:

I refer to your letter concerning relations between the
World Bank and the representatives of the Indian Press here in
Washington. I well rermember the good meeting we had orn tie
back and appreciate the lively interest Indian journalists have
continued to take in the activities of the World "ani . The
press over the years has been good to the World Bank and to me,
personally. I admire the high standards of professionalis
maintained by Indian journalists and their keen sense of
competit ion. I would be very distressed to thin that I, or
this institution, would be thought designedly to leak confidential
documents through journal sts, especially when irproper use of
these documents might be harr:ful to the development effort of
india. Such use does not conform to the high standards of
responsibility for which the Indian press is traditionally
respected; it certainly does not confonl in any way with the
obiectives of the World Bank.

i do feel, however, that there is juastice in your
complaint that some journalists have received preferred treatment
recently, though without any official Banl authorisation. (I
would point out, however, that the New York Times report which
you mention specifically states that it was not derived from a
Bank source),

I have therefore asked Mr. Merriam, the Director of
Inforration and rublic Affairs, to look into the matter of
improving corsiiunications between us, and I loo' forward as a
result to a better flow of information and discussion between as
in future.

Sincerely,

Robert S. a ra

Mr. aswar 'ag r
The Hindu
642' '3lst lace, N..
Washington D.C. 20003



Suite 200,1835 K Street, NW.
Population Crisis Committee Washington, D. c. 20006

Telephone (202) 659-1833
Cable: CRISIS WASHINGTON

April 4, 1974

Honorable Robert S. McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Bob:

Mr. Michel Gabrysiak was referred to me by Gibson Parker
of the United Nations. He impressed me as being knowledgeable
and having very useful contacts abroad. Do you or your people
in the World Bank have any knowledge of how sound his views and
plans may be? He could perhaps be quite useful in the world
picture.

With kind regards.

Sincerely,

William H. Draper, Jr.

WHD:mf

P.S. Enclosed is a copy of the letter I wrote to Mr. Gabrysiak.

W.H.D., Jr.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS DIRECTORS

Honorary Chairmen National Co-Chairmen Secretary Mrs. James Biddle Henry H. Fowler George C. McGhee
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George Harrar Joseph D. Tydings Ellsworth Bunker Kenneth Keating Maxwell D. Taylor
Executive Director Cass Canfield Mrs. John L- Loeb Mrs. Carl Tucker, Jr.

James W. Riddleberger Robert B. Wallace John Conyers, Jr. James S. McDonnell Wm. C. Westmoreland
Lawrence R. Kegan J. Edward Day Willard Wirtz

New York Headquarters: Suite 922, 30 W. 54th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019 • Telephone (212) 582-2220





Suite 203. [35 K o:: 2' NW.
Population Crisis Commidoc Dweem o C

Telephoneo (Ma 16 4 3

May 4, 1974 ' Cable: CRSIe m]ON

Mr. Michel Carysiak
102 Chrps Elysces
Paris 8, France

Dear Mr. Gabrysiak:

I was very happy to meet you yesterday and look forward to seeing
you again here in Puino for longer discus;ions. Your plan to set up, somc
sort of operation having to do with population aid development makcs a,
great deal of senso. The fact that you are personally acquainted with

PresidCe EaCheverria, with the Shah of !ran, and people here like Bob
Mciamara, give you the ne cesary entre and influen tial contact s to

mEake suc a pogram une your direction very Duch worthwhile, Wnarc(2
would this operation head up? in Paris, in Mexico or where? And iuit
what. would its )jcotivas and range of operations includc?

I m-igi thatgc : 1 you vh.mins la'de tile foodC probiem amou
the ob-ectivos sin.ce te presnt imediat' world shortage in food is
disturbing many government mid is actually causing starvation in quite
a few countlies. it is so obviously related to population growth that
the two problems can logically be considered together. When anyunctt
objectively consiers the fact that 75 to 80 million people arc being
a0dded to the world' Ix ulation each year - 200,000 each and every day
it is pretty clear that the Lood proble is cloely related, and that

it populatnn otth ontinos at this otrondus' rate much longer, the
food short ge ituatirn will becmce worse progressively.

The need for a stable population goes much farther tia the iostion
of food and touches on th entire quality of life for the inhabitants en
this earth,

Theopuatio Cii Co 3nit r ivtoo her V b o otha: objpctive than
to publicie tho fact of th p 7 ilst ci' cris (and any relatod amc:r'r
such as 0ood ShI t 'd thectw n2:. for accorc .elopent) as VoVl

to so Vovi an& mda rAIi(ntn to tsso the Ia ti

n r 3

PI cS Ij'Iw uh i V iC r L i i 'i f~r n 3 1

J ' l ~ ½ ' < J ' i ''

W 1 Imp Qt0:1 it
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Mr. Michel Gabrysiak
May 4, 1974

and make more successful their assistance in both the private and
governmental areas in dealing with population and family planning pro-
grams.

You may wish to pattern your o:n contemplated operation on our Con-
mittee's methods of operating, which have beon working reasonably well
now for nearly 10 years, and. have had, I believe, a considerable influence
in alerting a number of governmcnts to the serious nature of the proLlen.

I enclose an article which appared a few months ago on the world

population problem and the World Plan of Action which give some of my
thoughts on this general subject.

I look forward to your lctter outlining your own plans and program
and hope that we may find it useful to work together.

Sincerely yours/

William H. Draper, Jr

Enclosures
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HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
HEMPSTEAD- NEW YORK 11550

Ofice of the President

March 26, 1974

Mr. Robert McNamara
President
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

International Development Association
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. McNamara:

I would like to acknowledge personally the important
contribution made to our Inaugural Year ceremonies by
Eugene Rotberg. His four lectures over a period of two
days reached a wide audience and maintained an exceptionally
high level of clarity and pertinence.

During the course of this year, other distinguished
scholars have been honored by Hofstra University, and
their participation has set a high standard. Gene Rotberg's
participation matched the best efforts of any of his fellow
honorees.

I know that I speak for Dean Lazarus of our School of
Business, for the faculty and students of that School, and
for others of us who were privileged to share in Gene's
reflections on the World Bank and the problems confronting
it. He brought great credit to his colleagues at the Bank
and made enduring friendships at Hofstra University.

Sincerely,

4*,A

Robert L. Payton

RLP:fd

cc: Mr. Eugene Rotberg, International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Dean Harold Lazarus
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The Center for Strategic and International Studies

Go m1Ie W t DC 20006 TI 202 8859

March 20, 1974

Honorable Robert McNamara,
President

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Bob:

Georgetown University's Center for Strategic and
International Studies is undertaking a private and
independent review of the international information and
cultural relations program of the United States Govern-
ment. The Panel is composed of members of both the U.S.
Advisory Commission on International Education and
Cultural Affairs and the U.S. Advisory Commission on
Information, as well as of several other prominent
individuals.

It is our intention to review carefully the present
programs, to solicit the views of experienced professionals
and to make recommendations not only regarding the most
effective program for the future but also concerning
organizational alignments.

We hope very much that you will find it possible to
meet with us on April 1. 1 shall take the liberty of
calling you shortly to determine whether this date is
convenient for you.

I am enclosing some of the questions which we have
asked ourselves, and upon which your thoughts will be
greatly appreciated when we meet.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely,

Frank Stanton, Chairman
Panel on International Information,

Education and Cultural Relations





A. Recuirenemnts for International Information, Education and

Cultural Relations Prograns.

1. If we use the term "public diplomacy" to describe all

those informational and cultural efforts designed to

influence directly or indirectly the psychological

perceptions and orientation of a foreign body politic,

can it be said that public diplomacy is properly the

business of the USG?

2. How does it comnare in importance with other implements

of policy (e.g. classical diplomacy, economic assistance,

etc.)? What role do you see for government supported

information and cultural activities in the last quarter

of the century?

3. What existing or emerging international conditions argue

for either expanding or contracting U.S. Government public

diplomacy programs?

4. In view of other nations' continued commitment to the

ideological struggle, how do you think the United States

should respond?

5. How much weight should be given to the role of foreign

public opinion when U.S. foreign policy alternatives are

being considered? Do you think that such consideration

will or should increase in the years ahead or decrease?
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If you think it will or should increase, how can this

be better institutionalized?

B. Overview of U.S. Information and Cultural Relations Programs

1. In general, from your experience, what is your view of

the present U.S. information and cultural program and,

in particular, what in your opinion are its strengths

and its weaknesses?

2. The total U.S. budget for international affairs (military

and non-military) is over $80 billion. The U.S. is

currently spending between $250 and $300 million yearly

on international information and cultural relations

programs. Do you think this level of investment in these

activities is adeauate?

3. Do you think that the United States should rely more on

the private sector to conduct its public diplomacy and,

if so, how could our vast private resources in the U.S.

be tapped and encouraged to support the official information

and cultural relations programs?

4. Do you think that our embassies abroad should have at

their disposal organizations which are capable of explaining

our foreign policy and, if you think so, in what ways

should they achieve their mission? By passive activities,

i.e. available to answer questions, or by actively trying

to influence public opinion through press releases, speeches,



3.

radio and TV appearances, personal contacts, etc.?

C Analysis of Present Programs

1. The Voice of America has existed now for over 30 years.

It is broadcasting over 900 hours a week in 36 languages.

To what extent do you think the Voice of America is

important in support of U.S. foreign policy?

2. If you think the Voice of America should be continued,

do you believe that it should be strictly a voice of the

government of the U.S., i.e. an official spokesman or

should it be the Voice of all Ameri.ca carrying material

that may not necessarily sup.port the U.S. Government

point of view?

3. To return to the function of a U.S. embassy abroad, do

you think activities should be pursued which have a

longer range effect in support of U.S. foreign policy?

Libraries, English teaching, cultural presentations,

cultural exchanges, exhibits come to mind.

4. Do you see an essential distinction between those

activities which directly support foreign policy --

activities which are best described as press attadhe

activities -- and those which only indirectly support

foreign policy -- activities which can best be summed up

as cultural attache activities?



4.

D. Organizational Ouestions

1. How closely do you think the information and cultural

activities should be connected with the Department of

State? Should they all be in the Department of State

(as in France)? All outside the State Department (the

USSR comes nearest to this concept)? The press

activities inside and the cultural outside (as in Britain)?

Or vice versa (as to some extent in Germany)?

2. Whichever is your preference, and taking the answer

regarding the Voice of America into account, where should

VOA be located organizationally?

3. The notion of a Department of Foreign Affairs has been

proposed because a Super Secretary of State, joined by

three Secretaries for Political, Economic and Information/

Cultural Affairs, would provide the President with a more

comprehensive grasp of the total situation before a final

decision is made. What is your reaction?

F. Are there Additional Questions which we should be Asking?



Washington D C
.ach 11, 1974

Yr Robert >oNamara
Bresident
7h4 Worl d Bank
4ashington D C

Dear Mr McNamara:

We the undersigned, who are Indian news correspondents covering the
Washington scene, including the World Bank, for the past decade or more,
feel that, of late, the information policies followed by the Bank places
us at a distinct disadvantage.

eent efforts by some of us to obtain information,relating to the Bank's
view of the critical developmental problems faced by Indiahave been met
with the response that the information sought is either "confidential" or
"restricted". We cannot, we realise, question this definition, because
it is entirely upto the Bank to decide what is for publication, nd what
is not.

But when we find what we consider to be information of vital interest to
our readership, denied to us on the grund that it is confdential, ind

then made available to other news medi on a selective basic ( for instance
we refer to the New York Times report of today relating to a Bank repnort
to the Aid India Consortium members, and a series of news artcitles
on a similar subject in a Cacoutta daiy) we feel it amounts to
discrimination. ( We also wish to point out that several efforts made by
us to obtin an interview with you, over the last few years, have proved
unavailing, though we understand other correspondents have frequent
opportunities to meet you, at least on a background basis).

We brin this to your attention in the hope that a suitable remedy can be
found for meeting our legitimate professional interests. We would certainly
not like to entertaln the notion that we are as underprevilaged in the
matter of news sources, as the country we report to happens to be in
relation to resources.

Yours sincerely

I V Kamath, The Times of India

Krishan Bhatia, The Hindustan Times..

T V Parasuram, The Indian Express..

Easwar Sagar, The Hindu.ndu.......
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March 6, 1974

Dear Roy:

I am so glad to see you back in office, though
I am sorry it is not one of the posts that will bring
us together officially.

I noticed with gratitude your references to
the Third World in some of your election speeches,
and feel sure we can count on your support in the
grin. tasks that lie ahead of us all.

I hope our paths will cross before long.

Sincerely,

(Signed) 1 i S. McNamara

Robert S. McNamara

The Rt. Hon. Roy Jenkins, P.C., M.P.,
House of Coxmmons
Westminster
London, S.W.l.
England

WDClark:sf



March 6, 1974

Dear Denis:

All my best wishes in your new tasks. I

can gUeSS how daunting the prospect seenIs, but I

look forward to seeing you again surmounting these

great difficulties,

I look forward particularly to working

together with you again, in a field just as complex

and crucial as defense.

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNamara

The !t. Hon. Denis Healey, P.C., M.P.,
House of Commons,
Westminster,
London, S.W.l.,
England

WDClark:sf



March 6, 1974

dear Jin:

You will have hany oLher things on your
mind beside letters frorx yo:r friends, but I
do want to send you all good wishes in your new
tasks.

Please do not worry to achnowledge this;
I hope, anyway, that we shall reet before long.

Sincerely,

obert S. McNaara

The R. Hon. James Callaghan, P.C., M.P.
House of Cota.on
Westminster
London, .W.1.
England

WDClark:sf



March 6, 1974

Dear Prime Minister:

May I send my personal good wishes for sUccass
in the tasks and opportunities Lhat lie ahead of you.

I have always appreciated your unwavering
interest in the Third World and I hope we shall find
ourselves partners in development.

Sincerely,

(Signe) 0 cNamara

Robert 8. wiNa acra

The ist. Hion. flarold Wilson
1~ Downing Street
London, S.W.1
England

WDClark:Af
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Larch 5, 1974

The Honorable Robert S. c amara
President
International Bank for .econstruction

and Development
1818 I Street, N. Vv
VWashington, D.C. 20433

Dear Bob:

Hopefully, the third time is a charm... e have David dockefeller
and Father iesburgh programmed for a late afternoon-early evening,
dinner, 4-8 p. im., on Tuesday, April ). April 3 vanished as a pos-
sibility when David got back to his office and checked his rnaster
schedule. I realize that Tuesdays are far from ideal days for you,
but would it be doable if we understood that you just might be late?
Doug Dillon will have to rearrange his schedule, but it looks possible.

ockefeller and Hesburg;h really want to do this in view of the global
crisis we are in, but it is provin very difficult to mesh the dates of
people who are pro ,ranmmed months in advance, and who live in
different cities.

ihe others we are inviting will be Peter Peterson, eorge Ball, Bob
oosa, Dave Bel, Mac Bundy, John Knowles, Kermit ,ordon, and

tudy Peterson. Jm Perkins and I are serving as the organizers for
David and Ted.

This meeting can serve as an umbrella-coordinating point for a
series of other events we are thinking about over the next several
months. David - ockefeller is prepared to have two or three
meetin s over this period if we can et the first one launched.

I will check with you by phone tomorrow.

S incerely,

James P. Grant
President

bcc: Vm. Clark
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UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMLNT - PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES

PROGRAMME POUR LENVIRONNEMENT

MEMORANDUM

1o: Mr. Maurice F. Strong REV:

Executive Director

Marc Nerfin 4P. 0. Box 30552
FROM: farn 4 NAIROB

SUBJECT! Notes for your conversat on with Mr. Mc~amara
on Papua wcm Guinea

1. There is, amongst the ascending group of young leaders of the

entourage of the Chief Minister some resentment against the IBRD,

based on its 1965 report on the economic development of Papua New

Guinea which, they feel, launched the country into a pattern of

growth not likely to benefit the majority of their people. Have

widely recommended that they read Mr. McNamara's Nairobi address

before he arrives there.

2. There are two striking elements in the present situation (i.e.

between self-government, granted in December, and independance,

possibly to be reached before next UN General Assembly);

(a) conventional growdth potentialities are considerable:

Bougainville expanding copper mining; discussions

(difficult) with Kennecott for the CtTedi mine;

Japanese project for hydro-electricity in Furari

River; forestry and timber industries; pulp and

paper industry; fisheries and fish canning, etc.

In addition Australian assistance is of the heavy/

expensive type, i.e. based on much imported equipment

and services which a newly independant country may

find difficult to afford in the next few years.

There is also a sericuS risrz of under-administratio,

resulting from the exodus of Australian staff not

really replaced by nationals (in very short supply).

Therefore a real risk is that, overwhelmed by immediate

problems, the leaders may follow, by default, a

conventional pattern with a "modern" enclave linked

with foreigh interests and continuing poverty for the

majority - the "40 lowest per cent" is probably 90%
in PNG!

(b) on the other hand, there is a genuine interest to

attack directly the problems at the grass-root level -

all the ministers, senior politicians and officials

3 have seen do maintain close links with the village

life, and there is a clear movement, amongst students

(for instance, by the elanesian Action Group) to
invest their skills and energies at the village levrl.

All that may be needed at this stage is some catalyt*eC.

impact frcmn outside.



2.

3. The major conlusion of your letter to the Chief Minister really

represents a consensus reached with two crucial men in the Chief

Minister's Office, Mr. Rabbi Namaliu and Mr. Moi Avei who is, in
addition, the president of the Pangu Pati, the major party of the

coalition. The basic idea is that a process could be set in motion

by the appointment of a senior person (either Mr. Avei himself or

Father John Momis, I understand) to prepare a framework for action

at the village level. Our imrediate assistance could be to send an

outstanding adviser. At a later stage, presumably after a 3-4 months

review, flexible and innovative assistance from outside would be

necessary, very much in line with Mr. McNamara's suggestions in Nairobi.

4. 1 really feel that Papua New Guinea is at the crossroads, and

some intelligent support from outside would help initially in the

definition of the major option concerning the style of development.

Papua New Guinea may well become, should we be able to be up to

their expectation, a pilot country.

5. The main point of this note is to bring all this to Mr. McNamara's

attention and to suggest that he might wish to see, in addition to

more formal appointments, such persons as

Mr. Moi Avei, President, Pangu Pati, Office of the Chief Minister

Father John Momis, Member, House of Assembly (known as the

"informal minister for the informal sector")

Mr. Leo Harnet, District Planner, Bougainville

Dr. Gabriel Gris, Deputy Vice-Chancellor,_University of

Papua New Guinea

Dr. George Chan (from Mauritius), lecturer at the University

and adviser to the Minister for Agriculture, promoter

of the waste recycli:g intcgrated farming systerm

Mr. Anthony Martin (British), adviser to the Minister of Finance

tL4-Mt m*I~~

CieQu t



UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME

PROGRAMME DES NATIONS UNIES POUR LENVIRONNEMENTV!

Cable Mddress UNiTERRA, Nairobi 
P 0 Box 30552.

TtxJ, No. 22&A Nsjrob'

TAaephone 3930 
-

Aef. No. NA1ROBI

4 February 1974

Excellency,

I have the honour to refer- to the visit that 'my personal

representative, Mr. Marc Nerfin, paid from 19 to 31 January to

Papua New Guinea at the invitation of your goverranent, with a

view to studying the envirorment situation and problems and

examine the possibility of co-operation between your Government

and UNEP.

Nay I first express my gratitude for the courtesies extended

to Mr. Nerfin during his mission in Papua New Guinca. I should

like to mention more particularly the superior organization of his

tiae by Mr. RabbiNamaliu of your office, Mr. Ben Sibimui of

External Relations and Dr. Lance Hill ot the Department of

Environment. It enabled Mr. Nerfin to meet and exchange ideas

with several memibers of your Government and with senior 'off icials

as well as to visit a cood number of places. i only regret that

owing to a conflict in the arrival and deiarture of planes,

Er. Nerfin could not meet you at the airport as arranged.

Ie would have both expressed to your Excellency my deep personal

interest in the approach t) environmnentally sound development which

your Goverrnent is taking, and reported on the major conclusions

reached in commnon with a number of your aides. The purpose of the

rest of this letter is to ennumerate those conclusions.

I am most gratified to hear that there are indeed promising

prospects of co-operation ctween Papua New Guinea and tEP.

I understand that the following possibilities were discussed

during Mr. Nerfins mission:

Ghief -iniZ7.
Governmnt - e, .- G ur ea

Papura 24e:w
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1. In view of the urgent need to assure that economic growth in

the monetary sector does not negatively affect the well-being
of Papua New Guineans of the present and future genera tions,

but, on the contrary, form a part of a comprehensive develop-

ment approach to benefit the whole of society, we were requested

to provide advice to the Mlinister for Lands and Environment to

facilitate the rational planning and management of natural
resources as well as the preservation and enhancement of the
environment. Advice was requested, mere specifically:

(a) in the preparation of a cabinet paper suggesting

environnental policies;

(b) in the review of existing legislation and elaboration

of a more systematic and comprehensive one;

(c) in the establishment of a suitable machinery to enforce

such policies as may be eventually adopted by your

Government and the resulting legislation.

To that effect, UNEP could make available for an initial period

of, say, three months, the services of a qualified consultant.

This consultant would also advise, if necessary, on the further

identification of pressing environmental problems related to

such activities as copper mining, dam building, forestry, timber,

pulp and paper industries, fish canning and wildlife conservation

and management. Should the need arise for more specific consultant
services with respect to any of these problems, we would endeavour
to make available such services for short period of time.

2. The policies of your Government as embodied in the 3-point
programme, as they relate specially to the improvement of the

life of the masses of people living in villages coincides

remarkably well with our own concept of "eco-development."
which is designed to help rural cormunities in helping them-
selves to make a fuller use of their own envircnmental resourc:,
whether physical, technical or cultural. The major suggesti
in that context would be to start by providing advice to a

person whom your Excellency may consider appointing to examni:
how spontaneous efforts emer-ing at the grass-roots level, s _a
as, for instance, Philip Kaman' s Olubus Village, and other
activities undertaken or planned by the belanesian Action Group,
the Student Development Investigatory Group, a i.um-ber of
associations, certain local government councils, etc., could
be supported. Such support could possibly include:

(a) technical advice and assistance relating to nutrition,
health, education, production, marketing, etc.;

(b) skilled young volunteers;

(c) adapted small equipment and tools;

(d) development and promotion of adequate technologies.
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This would include such schenes as those successfully experimented
with by Dr. George Chan.

In addition to designing a framework for action, the review should
also make recommendations on the type of structure, possibly some
sort of public office or agency, but working outside the framework
of the administration, flexible and prepared to respond quickly and
efficiently to needs arising out of the experiences and needs of the

interested communities thcmselves. The review would also identify
the nature and scope of external resources necessary to an effective
implementation of the scheme.

As a result of his discussions and observations, my representative
was impressed that such a scheme would be indeed a practical
proposition in the circumstances of Papua f'ew Guinea. the policies
of your Government, the preparedness of many of your young people
to act at the grass-roots level and the needs of the rural communities

are clear enough indications, and it may well be that the appointment
of a senior person enjoying your full confidence and entrusted with
the task outlined above would be a catalytical element at this very
crucial stage of the development of your country. UNEP is, for its

part, prepared to co-operate to the fullest extent in that far-
reaching effort and imediately to provide your Government with the
services of an adviser on eco-development for an initial period of
three months.

3. We would also be prepared to co-sponsor with the University of
Papua New Guinea the 1975 Waigani Seminar on Environment; we could,
as discussed with the Vice Chancellor, provide three or four key
speakers, a number of fellowships to enable participants from other
South Pacific Islands to attend the seminar, and help in the
publication of its proceedings.

Should your Government confirm that the suggestions outlined in the
preceding sections correspond to its intentions and are susceptible to
meet its needs, I would endeavour to find in the shortest possible time
two competent persons to perform the tasks involved.

It is my firm hope that we would thus be able to prove our capacity
of innovation in a co-operative venture for environment and development
which should be of value to Papua New Guinea as well as to other nations.

Accept, Sir, the expression of my highest consideration.

Lniurice F. Strongv
nxicutive Director
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January 28, 197h

Dear ' i. Fischer

ThrAk you fo your letter of Jrnuary 1', 1,7i
-nd 'or the infernetion cn your octivities in pre-
ppratic for the United Corterence nn the Lw ci" the

er in~ Caracare.

The issues, - you indiCte, are of .:Cjer :ig-
nificance. The VAnk hoper governments ill find -
y to agree to a trerty allowing developing coun-

tries to share in the weith of the "ceyn.

1il1 be "'wy frc Washington in the next rew
Cwe ond hr ye sked ;r. willir Cark, Director of
xter:cn2 naelations, to get in touch with you and te
"ve srngemernts for your visit to tle sent,

sincerely,

Robert S. Tcvr,

r. Willie F. Fischer, Jr.
l~XJ Wn rut Street, Root 72"
Phil:delphia, P . 1 -10,

Cleared with and cc: Mr. William Clark

QLPChatenay:rmh
January 25, 1%7~



Edwin L.Dale, Jr.

Jan. 27, 1974

Deat Bob,

This note is a regrettably lengthy footnote to the

vote lnet week in the House on IDA. I have at last awakened to
nect of
X U-4XMXI thie story that is quite elementary but is not

widely perceived. If you have already sensed it, forgive my

vm e t ing y our time.

The House caet its vote GYLUXC early in the afternoon

on Wednesday after a rather brief debate under the rule. It was

irly in the sessio4. Nov consider the poeition of a very few

iudividuale whoee identities in this caee I don't know and who

rre central to the American perception of the Bank and IDA.

They were the AP and UPI men covering the Hiouee that day and

tleir counterparte on the AP and UPI newe deeks. All are

competent people.

These four to six men, following perfectly natural

ibite of long standing, did not regard thie matter XX as

imjportnnt. It we the eame "complicated and non-eexy World

inuk etuff" that comes up, it seems, every year. They had

never regarded it as important before and why should they now?

In any case, the result wae a couple of paragraphe on

ench wire . Because of that, there was no radio and TV coverage;

ucause the wire eervicee did not treat the vote as important,

there was no way that the radio-TV newe people would regard it

.2 important. Governge in the nevepapere wae minimal for the

ene reason, and that includes t.he Washington Poet.



Edwin L.Dale,Jr.

Although the N.Y. Times treated the story with the

importance it deserved, I think you saould know several thinge.

my desk in Waehington at the beginning of the day, did not
as o{

regard the matterXX sufficient interest to pase on routinely

to me the daily schedule showing that the House would take up

the IDA bill,and I almost missed it completely. In effect, they

and never heard of it. Iy queriee from New York during the

evening can be summarized, somewhat unfairly, ase "Wat is

the dorld Bank and what does it matter to theee countries?"

This was not quite the idiocy that it sounde. The story was

handled, quite rightly, by what we call the "foreign deek",and

their qeries reflected their instinct that their readers

;;re probably only vaguely familiar with the Bank, if at all.

Ye t it was only because the foreign deek handled the story

that it got on page one in the Timee and produced a little

todio-TV coverage the second day.

Now why is all thie so? In pondering the matter for the -

pnst few daye, I have come up with an answer eo obvious that

I ao stunned I did not thin& it through before. The explanation

lies in history and it is, as eo often, both irtic and

nlooet innocents

The Bank was founded at Bretton Woods. Who covered

;retton Woode? Financial writers (not a I; I was in the

Navy then).

Who handles the copy of financial writere? Financial

deske (including, now, in radio-TV), not foreign deeks.



Edwin L. Dale, Jr,

When does the Bank get its biggeet exposure? The annual

me eting, when the Fund ie also there and eo is covered by:

financial writere.

What was the Bank's first major problem in the

United States? Selling ite bonde - a financial page story.

When the Bank eought to gain greater undervtanding, in

the U.S. etarting in the late fifties, whoo did it invite?

Financial writere and financial editore. It we eheer habit.

Ae individuale, no doubt, many foreign editore and

[oreirn deek men and AP general newe editore read the

inancial pagee. But their whole instinct as working men

is to put "financial" news on a different spike and 1e t rid

of it as if it were a hot potato. For 25 years the World

Bnnk hae been "financial" in the United States, and that ie

the solution to the puzzle.

Without trying to analyze the thinking and motives

of more than 400 members of the 1ouse, I ao confident that

ns inificant fac tor in the vote was that it was ?3 regarded

Sra ther minor or obecure. And it was regarded that vay by

the mmbers, accurately, because the "media" - particularly

in spot news coverage - have treated it that way in this

ountry for many yeare. Therefore, neceearily, so did the

public.

To sumarize, given the nature of man, it ie as

6ifficult for the foreign desk chief of the Desiloines

]hgister to take on a World Bank story as it would be for him

to take on a local crime. Both belong to another deek, and

therefore another world.



Edwin L.Dale, Jr.

I have no Eolution to thie problem. It has taken roe

five yeare to make a small dent in the Timee - that is, to

E")cceed on some occasione in aetting Bank etories handled by

the foreign desk - and I am lucky in that I am not always

rind automatically regarded ae XSJX a "financial" writer, though

that is my main work. If you invite only foreign editore and

diplomatic correepondente to Bank presentations from now on,

you might change things in ten years.

Again, forgive the length of thie note.

Sincerely,



TIHE UNIVERSITY OF MICIlGAN

SCHooL oF PUBLIC HEALTH

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48104

I)EPARTMLNT OF POPULATION PLANNING

C'NTER FOR POiLATION PLANNING

January 25, 1974

Mr. Robert McNamara
President
The World Bank
1818 H1 Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. McNamara:

I am pleased to accept your invitation to prepare an analytical paper dis-
cussing the UN, the World Bank, and the population problem. I hope the paper
will contribute to the effectiveness of the United Nations family in dealing
with the issue of rapid population growth.

Very sincerely,

Jason L. Finkle
Professor of Population Planning

JLF/jc





Box 4. GP. Sydney

N.S.W., AudPralia 2001

'ue"r'' OF NEW SOUTH WALES
HEAD OFFICE: MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY

Telephonne 2-0366 N.S.W., AUSTRALIA
Cable Address: BANKRURAL - Sydney
Code: Petersons 3rd & 4th Editions
Telex: AA21550

24th January, 1974.

Mr. Robert S. McNamara,
President,
International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development,
1818 H Street, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.

Dear Mr. McNamara,

I am President of the New South Wales Branch of the Economic Society
of Australia and New Zealand.

"The Age", a Melbourne newspaper, reported on 23rd January, 1974
that you would be visiting Australia next month.

Would you be so kind as to address an evening meeting or a luncheon
meeting of the New South Wales Branch of the Economic Society of Australia
and New Zealand whilst in Sydney.

The time between now and your arrival is very short, and probably
your stay will be brief, but if you would accept this invitation and let
me know as soon as possible if you will be able to oblige, I shall take
the necessary steps to organise a suitable meeting of our members and
others interested.

You could advise me promptly by using the following Telex address:

BANKRURAL, SYDNEY, E. F. GILLIN.

Yours sincerely,

.F, qILLIN,

President,
New South Wales Branch,
Economic Society of
Australia and New Zealand.

C - t~C ~LC v-
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Mr. Robert S. McNamara,

President

International Bank for Reconstruction
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1818 H Street, N.W._

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
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E. F. GILLIN - Economist.
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Dear Dr. Cheathan:

Thank you for your letter of January 9,

I am afraid that it would not be appropriate
for an institutiot) lite the World Bank to give
financial assistance to this Conference.

However, I wish you good luck in whatshould be a very intereating Conference on the
topic of the year.

Sincerely,

(Sig ed) Km ri S. NcNaxara
Robert S. McNamara

Dr. Thornas P. Cheatham, Jr.
Fifth International E-R-E Symposium

Fund
1501 Belle nlaven Road
Alexandria, Va.22307

WDClark:sf



WILLIAM F. FISCHER, JR.
1700 Walnut Street • Room 728

Philadelphia, Pa. 19103

(215) 732-5066

January 17, 1974

Mr. Robert S. Mc Namara, President
World Bank/IDA
1818 H Street
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Mc Namara:

A study of your 1973 annual report is a true revelation
of what can become possible when applying positive economic
techniques on a worldwide basis. The fact that over 70% of
IDA resources had been channeled to the poorest countries did
not, for instance, prevent the growth of income. The balance
sheet bears mute testimony to a sound management.

It seems to many of us that a staple international order
is quite necessary to prevent these fine efforts from deter-
iorating. An international agreement on a law of the sea,
properly conceived, could well provide an equitable base between
the developing nations and the heavy industrialized nations.

Several years ago, a Philadelphia business man, A. Barton
Lewis, explained to me the details of the U.S. Draft Seabed
Treaty. While many approaches to world peace seem remote and
unobtainable, the possibility of gaining acceptance of the
treaty that no one knew too much about, seemed worth the
investment of time and money it might take. So far we have
accomplished the following:

1) Organized a small but effective lobby in Washington
2) Secured the backing of some well respected citizens.

Ambassador Goldberg supports us as honorary chairman
3) Strong resolutions (House Resolution 330 and Senate

Resolution 82) supporting the basic goals of the United
States position, passed both houses. This includes
an effective International Seabed Authority and
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Mr. Mc Namara -2- January 17, 1974

substantial revenue sharing from ocean wealth
with developing countries

4) The 1971-1972 Deep Seabed Hard Mineral Resources
Bill, anathema to a just treaty, never emerged
from committee. No other damaging legislation
was passed.

We could go on and on but you would not have the time
to cover the details. Currently, the entire matter rests
before the United Nations and the delegates will attempt to
hammer out an agreement in Caracas in 1974.

We feel your position in the world scene equips you in
particular to advise and assist us in our endeavors. I am
asking you to grant Samuel Levering, the Executive Director
of S.O.S. (Save Our Seas) and U.S. Committee for the Oceans
and I an interview. We would like to relate what we are
doing. We would like to determine the position of the World
Bank with respect to the proposed treaty and perhaps obtain
some suggestions from you on future operations. We will
telephone you for an answer.

May we thank you in advance for considering our request.

Sincerely.,

William F. Fischer, Jr.
WFF:di
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FIFTH INTERNATIONAL E-R-E SYMPOSIUM FUND
1501 BELLE HAVEN ROAD

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22307 U.S.A.

9 January 1974

Chairman

Dr, Thomas P Cheatham, Jr.

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President
World Bank
1818 H. Street
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. McNamara:

I am writing to solicit financial assistance from Industry to
defray some of the unusual travel expenses associated with the Fifth
International Symposium on Energy, Resources and the Environment
to be held in Kuala Lumpur from April 1 to April 4, 1974.

I have enclosed a brief descriptive write-up of the symposium

and attached a brief history of the evolution of these meetings, out-

lining the U. S. involvement that has taken place through the initiative
of The MITRE Corporation, in creating what has become a recognized

series of international meetings on a topic of already critical impor-
tance and growing complexity.

A brief scan of the description of the Fifth International E-R-E

Symposium and the draft agenda should convince you that we have

assembled a group of talented, creative, experienced and involved
people of world scope and vision. It should be a meeting that is good
for the world and good for the United States with regard to stature and
leadership and good for U. S. business with regard to enhanced oppor-
tunities for world trade and development. You will note on the agenda
that the afternoon of the second day is devoted to the communication
and transportation infrastructure needs of the developing region - an

area that can depend heavily on U. S. technology in addition to resources

development.

The symposium is being sponsored by the Malaysian Government

in collaboration with The MITRE Corporation, a U.S. non-profit sys-
tem engineering firm. The administrative costs of the symposium in
Kuala Lumpur has been budgeted by the Malaysian Government and the

normal cost for planning and coordinating the three-day program and

various work sessions including production of the proceedings and the
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cost of time and travel of MITRE personnel will be borne by MITRE.
All the initial meetings on E-R-E including the previous international
symposia have been by invitation only with each person paying his own
travel and living expenses; by tradition there has been no registration
fee.

It became apparent as the symposium developed that the extra
distance of travel, the extended stay and the greater spectrum of involve-
ment of people on a regional and international basis produced a signi-
ficant number of situations where travel expenses could not be covered
by individuals or their companies. There were also restrictions on
travel funds from supporting institutions or governments that would
greatly inhibit the list of key speakers and/or attendees from the South-
east Asian countries. Social functions such as luncheons and dinners
could be a burden to many if the costs were not supplemented.

I have volunteered to be chairman of a fund raising effort that
would appeal to the industrial and financial world for contributions to
assure that the optimum spectrum of speakers and listeners are afforded
the full opportunity they deserve to be present and to participate.

My target goal is to raise an additional $50, 000 - perhaps half
from the aerospace industry and half from the oil and financial
community.

There will, of course, be an acknowledgment of this support in
the commemorative program and as you know a key to business rapport
in most of Southeast Asia and the surrounding Pacific Basin is to be
identified as a concerned friend with a willingness to commit support
and/or involvement.

I would like to suggest a business donation to a most worthy
cause of about $5, 000 and the participation of some of your key per-
sonnel in the meeting. With your kind contribution, would you please
send me the names and addresses of those you would like to have
receive invitations from the Malaysian Government.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas P. Cheatham, Jr.

TPC:dvh

P.S. Bob, this is a quasi-form letter. I appreciate your letter
of November 30th and regret that you can not attend the
symposium. A number of World Bank people are expected
to attend and participate in the Malaysian Workshop.



DESCRIPTION OF THE FIFTH INTERNATIONAL

ENERGY, RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT SYMPOSIUM (E-R-E)

KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA APRIL 1-4, 1974

An international symposium on Energy, Resources and the

Environment will be held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia from April I to

April 4, 1974.

This symposium will be sponsored by the Malaysian Government

in collaboration with The MITRE Corporation, a U. S. non-profit system

engineering firm.

The conference will be opened by The Prime Minister, Tun Abdul

Razak, and will be attended by some of the world's most eminent

scientists and planners from the United States, Japan, Australia, Europe

and Southeast Asia.

A special feature in the symposium will be speakers from the

ASEAN countries (Malaysia, Singapore, Indonusia, Thailand and the

Philippines). They will speak on the "Southeast Asia Perspectives".

The MITRE Corporation has been one of the earliest scientific

and engineering organizations to perceive the energy crisis and to pre-

dict the growing shortage of other related resources on a worldwide

scale. For the past three years, a grass roots sense of concern has

motivated people like Edward Teller, Herman Kahn and others to work

with the MITRE staff to develop an evolving, but integrated economic

technological perspective of the world problems in energy, resources

and the environment (E-R-E).

Four international symposia on E-R-E- have been held to date

in France, Japan, Canada and the United States. A brief history of the

evolution of this MITRE involvement and initiative in creating what has

become a recognized series of international meetings is attached.

These meetings have become a forum for the development of

perspective and the introduction of new ideas and concepts on a world-

wide scale. The growing involvement of men of substance and responsi-

bility on an international basis, including technological, political and

financial skills and interests, has been both gratifying and stimulating.

A characteristic of these previous meetings, however, has been

a strong initial emphasis on the technical and financial aspects of the

energy crisis as it impacted the highly industrialized regions of the world.

An awareness has developed, therefore, of a possible additional dimension

that may be required in our perspective to date.
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World attention, world alignments and world power are also
apparently shifting dramatically with the energy crisis and with the leverage
of potential and critical shortages in other basic, but related resources.
For a balanced and current perspective, the viewpoints, plans, aspirations,

problems and opportunities of the developing regions that are potentially
rich in other resources, as well as, energy needs to be examined in an

integrated context -- and the timeliness is all too apparent.

For these reasons, the theme of Thie Fifth International Symposium

on E-R-E was selected to focus on the development and resource problems
of a developing region such as Southeast Asia within a world context that
would include the interest and interfaces that are evolving with Japan,
Australia, Europe, the United States and the Mideast.

A proposal that the meeting be held in Kuala Lumpur the first
week of April and be co-hosted by the Malaysian Government and The

MITRE Corporation has been enthusiastically approved by The Prime
Minister, Tun Abdul Razak, and his Cabinet.

The format of the conference will be of three days duration covering:

a current assessment of the world energy and resources crisis; a review of
the relevant technology for re.sources and energy development; and specific
consideration on a country- by-country basis of the regional problems and
development plans of the ASEAN bloc of nations. These three days will be
followed by a two-day workshop devoted to Malaysian problems and projects
in a world, regional and internal context.

Attached is a draft agenda of the Symposium, indicating the major
speakers and their general topics. The Japanese, American and Australian
Ambassadors to the ASEAN bloc countries will be invited to attend as well
as the principal scientific and industrial leaders of the region and from
abroad that have indicated a concern for the resources-energy crisis and
an interest in the economic potential of the Pacific Basin.

More than 200 participants are expected, with the representation
from government, industry, commerce and universities of the ASEAN
countries accounting for two-thirds of the total.

You will note on the first day of the Symposium, that in addition to
Drs. Edward Teller and Herman Kahn, that Lt. Gen. Dr. H1. Ibnu Sutowo,
President-Director of Pertinilna, will give the address on Southeast Asia
Perspective, and that Minister Nakasone is intended to speak for Japan

with Sir Charles Court, representing Australia.
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The Tunku Abdul Rahrnan has been invited to be the Luncheon

Speaker. He is the former Prime Minister of Malaysia and has recently
served as the Secretary-General of the Islamic League. The Tunku has
been a very positive and restraining force in the current Arab-Israeli
conflict, and he has been very active in promoting and organizing the
formation of an Islamic Development Bank (IDB) so that the narrow based
Arab oil money would be funneled into the economic development of the
Islamic world - so that it joins and becomes involved economically with
the modern world. There are great expectations in Malaysia that the
IDB will be headquartered in Kuala Lumpur.

The environment of the Symposium can be quite charged by the
first week of April. It has had enthusiastic support in the area and from
Japan, Australia, and the United States. It could be an opportunity to
put a collective message of some importance before the world, and as
a very minimum an opportunity to illuminate in a rational context a
problem of growing proportions and great complexity.

The underlying thrust of the meeting will be a realistic assessment
of world needs in energy and resources, and the need for complementary
trade and development with sufficient overlap and interaction to assure
a new stability that comes from a common concern and understanding.



BACKGROUND OF THE EVOLUTION OF MITRE

INTERNATIONAL E-R-E SYMPOSIA

In the course of work over the past few years both in the United

States and abroad, The IMITRE Corporation became concerned about
the energy, resources and environment situation both within the U. S.
and throughout the world and the effect of this situation on economic

development. MITRE recognized that the problem was international

in scope and decided, following several preparatory conferences in
the U. S. and Canada, to sponsor three major symposia: one in the

U. S. , one in Europe, and one in Japan. The principal objective of the

symposia was to identify the overriding issues, including policy alter-

natives, involved in the interrelationships of energy, resources and
the environment and their effect on economic development from both

a national and an international viewpoint in the short term and the long

term.

Five preparatory conferences for these symposia were held; the
first three at MITRE Washington in McLean, Virginia, the fourth hosted
by Hydro-Quebec Research Institute, Montreal, Canada, and the fifth
hosted by the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory of the University of

California. The first meeting dealt with energy issues from a technical

viewpoint, resource issues and potential, and current U. S. policies.
The second meeting featured comments by Dr. Edward Teller of the

University of California on nuclear issues as well as discussions on
major energy, resource and environmental issues with emphasis on the

question of the need for an 'energy ethic". The third meeting featured
comments on economic development by Herman Kahn of Hudson Institute
as well as presentations on U. S. fossil-fuel needs to meet environmental

standards, energy transmission and distribution, some basic numbers on

demand and resource supplies, and comments by Japanese, Swedish and

other international participants.

The fourth meeting, at Hydro-Quebec Research Institute, focused

on energy, resource and environmental issues of the North American
Continent, including presentations on major Canadian projects (James
Bay, Churchill Falls, and proposed Canadian uranium enrichment

facility), Canadian environmental policies, U. S. and Canadian policy

issues, Japanese resource issues, and worldwide transportation-sector

energy issues. Canadian Government officials participated heavily in
this meeting. Because of its broad international content, this meeting
has been identified in the evolution of the symposia, as one of four inter-

national meetings constituting 'previous international symposia", a now

recognized series receiving world attention of importance and stature.



The fifth meeting held at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory was
divided into three sessions: (1) Nuclear Issues of the 70's (including pre-
sentations on fission reactors, fusion reactors, comparative costs pro-
jections of alternative future energy sources, laser fusion, Plowshare,
and solar energy); (2) Environmental Issues; (3) Pacific Basin Issues.
This was the last planning conference prior to the major international
symposia.

The first international symposium was held at MITRE offices in
McLean, Virginia near Washington, D. C. on April 12, 13, and 14, 1972.
Day long sessions were devoted to (1) International Issues, (2) The Ethics
and Environmental Aspects of the Demand for and Use of Energy, and
(3) Energy Options for the Future and their Resource, Economic and
Environmental Effects. About 200 executives and planners from govern-
ment, industry and universities attended and participated actively in the
discussions.

The second international symposium was held in France and was
sponsored jointly by the French Government's Delegation a l'Amenage-
ment du Territoire et a l'Action Regionale (DATAR) and MITRE. It was
hosted by DATAR and held at the French Governmental Conference Center
in Arc-et-Senans on May 11, 12, and 13, 1972. European issues and data
were discussed at length with representatives from France, United
Kingdom, Germany, Sweden, Spain, the Low Countries, the European
Community, 0. E. C. D. , and the United Nations. The severity of the
near term U. S. energy problem and the potential for competition among
the developed countries for Mideast oil was a major topic of discussion.
Also discussed was the environmental impact of nuclear energy. A four-
member fact-finding team from MITRE and Hudson Institute, which had
just completed a trip across Siberia to meet with the Director of the
Institute of Economic and Industrial Engineering, Siberian Branch of the
Academy of Science, USSR, in Novosibirsk, reported on their findings
regarding the Russian situation.

Concern for the energy, resources and environment situation also
exists in Japan and studies there have been conducted by the Institute of
Energy Economics in Tokyo, under the direction of Dr. Masao Sakisaka,
President, and by the Nomura Research Institute of Technology and
Economics, under the direction of Dr. Kiichi Saeki, President. These
two institutes co-sponsored with MITRE a third international symposium
held on July 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th, 1972 at The International Conference
Hall in Kyoto, Japan. Worldwide energy, resource and environmental
issues were treated with emphasis on Japan, the Pacific Basin, and the
U. S. A. Participants from Japan, the U. S. A. , Australia, Singapore,
Canada, and other countries attended these meetings.

Transcripts of all these symposia have been published by MITRE
and distributed to all participants.

January, 1974



DRAFT AGENDA 26 December 1973

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM

ON

ENERGY, RESOURCES AND THE ENVIRONMENT (E-R-E)

KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA - APRIL 1-4, 1974

Co-Chairmen - Y. B. Datuk Ong Kee Hui, C. A. Zraket

Monday Inaugural Dinner

1 April Y. A. B. Perdana Menteri Tun Abdul Razek Bin Hussein
(Prime Minister of Malaysia)

Tuesday Morning Session - The World Context

2 April Chairman - Y. B. Datuk Ong Kee Hui

8:45 1. Keynote Address - Y. B. Datuk Ong Kee Hui - Minister
of Local Government

9:30 2. Report on Previous Symposia and the U. S.
Perspective - C. A. Zraket

10:00 Coffee

10:30 3. Role and Need for Technology - Dr. Edward Teller

11:30 4. Economic Development and Prospects for Mankind -
Herman Kahn

12:30 Luncheon Address - Tunku Abdul Rahman

Afternoon Session - The World Context

Chairman - C. A. Zraket

2:00 1. Pacific Basin Perspectives in a World Context -
Robert B. Panero

2:45 2. Southeast Asia Perspective - Gen. Dr. Ibnu Sutowo

3:30 Coffee

4:00 3. Japanese Perspective - Yasuhiro Nakasone - Minister
of International Trade and Industry (Requested)

4:45 4. Australian Perspective - (Sir Charles Court) (Requested)

7:00 Reception and Dinner

Dinner Address - (Senior U. S. Speaker to be Requested)
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E-R-E AGENDA (CONTINUED)

Wednesday Morning Session - Energy Options and Their Resource,
Environmental and Industrial Impacts.

3 April Chairman - Dr. R. S. Greeley, MITRE

8:45 1. National and International Environmental Problems
and Policy Approaches - Dr. G. J. F. MacDonald,
Dartmouth University and National Academy of Sciences

9:30 2. Energy Scenarios For the Future - Herman Kahn, Hudson Institute

10:15 Coffee

10:45 3. Advanced Technologies for Energy and Environmental
Control - Dr. R. S. Greeley, MITRE

11:30 4. Real Problems in Creating a Nuclear Energy Industry -
John F. O'Leary, Atomic Energy Commission

12:15 Lunch

Afternoon Session - Infrastructure Development

Chairman - Dr. C. L. Robless , Malaysia

1:30 1. Regional Communications and Transportation (SEATAC) -
Dr. C. L. Robless

2:15 2. Oil, Gas, and Industrial, Development - (Sonatrach, Algeria)
(Requested)

3:00 Coffee

3:30 3. Energy-Industry Mix, Dr. Mazume, Teijin Ltd., Japan

4:15 4. Industrial Development and Urban Infrastructures -
M. Rifkin, MITRE

7:00 Dinner

Dinner Address - Tan Sri Ghazali Shafie, Minister of
Home Affairs & Information - or -

Datuk Haji Taib Mahmud, Minister of
Primary Industries
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E-R-E AGENDA (CONTINUED)

Thursday Morning Session - The Southeast Asia Context

4 April

8:45 Chairman - Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia,
Datuk Hussein Onn

9:00 1. Malaysia (Y. M. Raja Tan Sri Mohar, or,
Tun Tan Siew Sin)

9:30 2. Singapore - (The Honorable Hon Sui Sen - Requested)

10:00 Coffee

10:30 3. Indonesia - (Prof. Dr. J.A. Katili - Requested)
"Renewable and Non-Renewable Resources in S. E. Asia"

11:00 4. Thailand - Mr. Kasame, General Manager -
Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand

11:30 5. Philippines - (Minister Paterno - To be Requested)

12:00 Lunch

1:30 Afternoon Session - Panel Discussion

Co-Chairmen - Y. B. Datuk Ong Kee Hui and

Charles A. Zraket

Panel members selected from participants, e. g.,
Herman Kahn, Sir Charles Court, Gordon MacDonald,
Thursday Morning Speakers.

3:00 Coffee

3:30 Panel Discussion Continued

5:00 Closing Address (Malaysian Official)



PENANG, MALAYSIA - APRIL 5-6, 1974

ERE WORKSHOP AGENDA (DRAFT)

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MALAYSIA

1. National Energy Policy.

2. National and Regional (SEASIA) Environmental Problems
and Recommended Policy Approaches.

3. Renewable and Non-Renewable Resources in Malaysia
and the Development of the Economic Base, with
emphasis on resource-based export industries.

4. Hydro-power and Flood Control with emphasis on Rural
Electrification.

5. Solid and Liquid Waste Treatment, Recycling and
Disposal.

6. Tropical Forestry and Agriculture, including Mariculture,

7. Development of Deep-Water Industrialized Ports.

8. Land Use in Urban-Rural Areas, including Infrastructure
Development.

9. Communications and Transportation Infrastructure.

A background paper will be prepared for each workshop session
and distributed to workshop participants before the meeting. These
papers will be prepared by a combination of scientists and planners
from Malaysia and the U. S.

General Co-Chairmen:

Charles A. Zraket - MITRE

Malaysian Official



PRESS STATEME-NT BY THE CH C I TO TIfE \.<

OF MALAY SIA, T1 AN SRI KAiR <MUDDI

An international symposui in e . c an t Env1 o
nent" will be held in Kuala Lumpur i e Apr, ext y

This was announced today bythf Secjetary t) th Governmen

Tan Sri Kadir bin Samsuddin.

He had earlier met with Mr. C. / ra, a ~ vic Pre sident oi
The MITRE Corporation and Dr. Thonas Cheat1am, Internaional C0 m-
sultant to finalise arrangements for LI sympoiu .

The three day conference mill be ojx ne .i

Abdul Razak and will be attended by o of the world's ost e inent

scientists and planners from tje j ited States, apan Austrlia, Euop
and Southeast Asia.

A special feature in the symposium w be peakers romh
ASEAN countries - Malaysia, Singore, Indonesia, Tiland and th
Philippines. They will speak on the >Southeast Asia perspectives

The Minister of Local Covernent and ,un 'k m. I
who had taken the initiative to arrr 3-or t h y s wli) give the
opening address to the delegates after I te e opined by Tun
Razak.

The noted American scientist D d ] wiU se on
the 'Role and Need for T ecnologyC a w.h c andv
on nuclear energy prospects.

Dr. Herinan Kahn, on o (1 teel
speak on ''Econonic Development an terpto M.

The proposed symposium wi e p r by t Msia Govtrn-
ment in collaboration with Th MIT RE C xt i a. n po
system engineering firm. Alhis wIe th , th ne r'ioal sympoTIum
on "Energy, Resources ard thie Erir nt c pooe by TR
Other symposiumns nave been held, V fe Stte, C , raIa

J apan.

The MITRE Corporati ' I ,
and engineering organizationv to pri ': I
the growing shortage of other rate



MITRE is a Federal Contract Research Centre whose creation in
1958 was sponsored by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at the
request of the U.S. Government.

For the past three years, a grass roots sense of concern has
motivated scientists like Dr. Edward Teller and Dr. Herman Kahn to
work with MITRE to develop an evolving but integrated economic-
technological perspective of the world problems in Energy, Resources
and the Environment.

The theme of the forthcoming symposium on E-R-E was selected
to focus on the development and resources problems of a developing region
such as Southeast Asia within a world context that would include the
interest and interfaces that are evolving with Japan, Europe, the United
States and the Middle East.

The format of the conference will be of three days duration covering
a current assessment of the world energy and resources crisis, a current
assessment of relevant technology and specific consideration on a country
by country basis of the regional problems and development plans of the
ASEAN bloc of nations.

The three days will be followed by a two day workshop devoted to
Malaysian problems and projects in a world, regional and internal context.

In a statement issued today Mr. Zraket said: "On behalf of The
MITRE Corporation, United States, we would like to thank the Malaysian
Government in particular the Prime Minister's Department and the
Ministry of Local Government and Housing for their efforts in organising
this symposium ar.d in co-sponsoring it with The MITRE Corporation.

''The proposed symposium will no doubt bring worldwide attention
to Malaysia as a country with tremendous resource potential. It will
certainly light up Malaysia's image in providing this forum, particularly
at a time when the whole world is concerned about the energy problem.

17 November 1973
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.Mr. M. Ebaee-rra

2. Mr. John Adler iF. 624'

APPROPRIATE DISPOSITION NOTE AND RETURN

APPROVAL NOTE AND SEND ON

COMMFNT / PER OUR CONVERSATION

FOR ACTION PER YOUR REOUEST

INFORMATION PREPARE REPLY

INITIAL ; RECOMMENDATION

NOTE AND FIL SIGNATURE

REMARKS /
Mr. McNamara prooses to go to $40,000
Aext time. Is hat O.K. ? IT I R fy ctck'

Could/should wt do so for 3 years?

Bob says the information from the Population
Council is i valuable to the Bank.

FROM ROOM NO. EXTENSION
William Clark E.823 2467



THE POPULATION COUNCIL

245 PARK AVENUE TELEPHONE (212 687-8330

NEW YORK, N-Y. 10017 CAsE PopceNC LNEW YORK

January 2, 1974

Mr. Robert McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Bob:

Enclosed is a report of the work of our Information
Office, together with a list of publications and an index. In
addition, we have a number of special publications issuing
during World Population Year including, for example, a status
report on the world demographic situation (a substantially
revised version of the one you have seen), my book on Population
Policy in the Developed Countries that was recently summarized
in one of your publications, a prompt report on what transpires
at Bucharest, and a number of others.

Accordingly, I am writing to ask whether the Bank will
be good enough to renew and perhaps even enlarge its grant to the
Council for our informational activities. Please consider this
a formal request for the $35,000 grant pledged for 1973. Beyond
that, it would be particularly helpful if that could be increased
to, say, $50,000 or even more, and if the pledge could be made for
more than a single year. I should think that your own population
activities have expanded to the point where something of this sort
might be feasible. In any case, I hope so.

Best personal wishes for the new year, when population
will be much in the air (maybe not much on the ground, but certainly
in the air).

Cordially,

Bernard Berelson
President

enclosures
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